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Ab initio Study 
of the Structures, Reactions, and Energetics 
of Some Novel Chemical Species 
Abstract 
W e have applied ab initio molecular orbital models Gaussian-2 (G2) and 
Gaussian-3 (G3) to a number of projects. These projects include: (i) a G2 study of the 
potential energy surface of [C2H5O"] and the fragmentation pathways of the ethoxide 
anion; (ii) a G2 study of the isomeric C2H2N and C2H2N+; (iii) and (iv) the G2 studies of 
the photoionization and dissociative photoionization channels of ethylene oxide and 
propylene oxide; (v) a G3 study of the thermochemistry 0fCFnCl4_n and CFnCl4_n+, n = 1 
-4; (vi) a G2/G3 study ofthe structures and energetics of Cl2On and Cl2On+, n = 1, 4, 6, 
and 7. Our calculated results generally are in good agreement with the available 
experimental data. Such a good agreement lends confidence and reliability to those 
results with no available experimental data as well as to the reaction pathways proposed. 
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Chapter 1 
Introduction 
Accurate prediction of molecular energies is one of the main objectives in 
quantum chemistry. In the last few years, Pople, Curtiss, Raghavachari, and others have 
introduced a series of Gaussian-n theoretical procedures to achieve this goal. These 
procedures include: Gaussian-1 (Gl),。Gaussian-2 (G2)? and Gaussian-3 (G3/ 
methods, as well as their variants. The aim of these researchers is to develop a general 
procedure, applicable to a variety of molecular systems, to determine the energies of 
these systems with an average absolute deviation from experiment to be less than 10 -
15 kJ mol-i. The Gaussian-n techniques, based on a series of additivity 
approximations,5.6 consist of a sequence of well-defined calculations so as to arrive a 
total energy of a given molecular species. In this thesis, we mainly employ G2 and its 
variants, as well as our own modified G2 methods, to study the structures, reactions, and 
energetics of a number of novel molecular systems. In addition, we also apply the 
newly developed G3 procedure to chlorofluoromethanes, for which the various G2 
procedures are known to lead to systematic errors. Before discussing the results, a brief 
description of these theoretical procedures is given below. 
1.1 The Gaussian-2 Method 
The G2 theoretical procedure is an approximation of molecular energies at the 
QCISD(T)/6-31 l+G(3df,2p) level. It involves several single-point energy calculations 
at the QCISD(T)/6-311G(d,p), MP4/6-311G(d,p), MP4/6-311+G(d,p), MP4/6-
311G(2df,p), and MP2/6-311+G(3df,2p) levels, based on the geometry optimized at the 
MP2(Full)/6-31 G(d) level. To account for basis set deficiencies, a higher level 
correction (HLC) is added: H L C (in hartree) = ~4.81 x 10'^ np - 0.19 x 10_^; where 〜 
and /7p are the number of a and P valence electrons, respectively, with n^ > n^. Besides, 
in the G2 theory, the HF/6-31G(d) harmonic vibrational frequencies, scaled by 0.893, 
are used for zero-point vibrational energy (ZPVE) correction. 
The G2 theory has been used to calculate molecular energies, such as atomization 
energies,3'7 ionization energies,^ '^  proton affinities,^ '^  and electron affinities,^  of 125 
molecules for which these quantities have been well established experimentally. The 
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average absolute deviation is about 5.0 kJ mol"'. The mathematical details of the G2 
theory are described in Appendix A. 
1.2 The G2 Method with Reduced M(|)ller-Plesset Order and Basis Set 
Two of the economical variants of the conventional G2 theory, G2(MP2)^ and 
G2(MP2,SVP),^^ have also been employed here to provide substantial savings in 
computational time and resources for the calculations of some large molecular systems. 
In the G2(MP2) theory, the basis set extensions are obtained at the Mcj>ller-Plesset 
second order (MP2) level, rather than at the MP4 level in the G2 method. The G2(MP2) 
method requires only two single-point calculations, QCISD(T)/6-311G(d,p) and MP2/6-
311+G(3df,2p). In the G2(MP2,SVP) theory, a further reduction in computational 
expenses is achieved by replacing the basis set in QCISD(T)/6-31 lG(d,p) with 6-
31G(d). In other words, the G2(MP2,SVP) method entails single-point calculations at 
the QCISD(T)/6-31G(d) and MP2/6-311+G(3df,2p) levels. The G2(MP2) method 
includes the same HLC and ZPVE corrections employed in the G2 method. In the 
G2(MP2,SVP) method, the H L C is -5.13 x 1 0 % — 0.19 x 10"X and the ZPVE 
correction is same as the G2 method. 
The G2(MP2) and G2(MP2,SVP) theories have been tested^ "^ ^ on the same set of 
125 molecular systems used for the validation of G2 theory, and the mean absolute 
deviations of the G2(MP2) and G2(MP2,SVP) methods from experimental values are 
6.6 kJ mol-i and 6.8 kJ mol"^ respectively, compared with 5.0 kJ mol] for the G2 
method. The mathematical details ofboth variants are also given in Appendix A. 
1.3 The Gaussian-3 Method 
Recently, Curtiss, Raghavachari, Pople and co-workers proposed a G3 theory 
which shows a significant improvement over the G2 method, in term of both accuracy 
and computational efficiency. The G3 theory involves single-point calculations at the 
QCISD(T)/6-31 G(d), MP4/6-31 G(d), MP4/6-31 +G(d), MP4/6-31 G(2df,p), and 
MP2(Full)/G31arge levels, based on the geometry optimized at MP2(Full)/6-31G(d) 
level. Again, a ZPVE correction is obtained at HF/6-31G(d) level with scaling factor of 
0.8929. However, the HLC term of G3 is different from that of G2. The H L C is 
—6.386 X 1 0 % - 2.977 x 10'^ (/7a - «p) for molecules and —6.219 x 10'¾ — 1.185 x 
2 
10_3(Wa - Wp) for atoms (and atomic ions). In the G3 theory, these coefficients in the 
H L C are chosen to give the smallest absolute deviation from experiment for the test set 
of 125 molecular species. 
The G3 theory is significantly different from the G2 theory in the following 
ways. First, the double zeta basis, instead of triple zeta basis in G2, is used to obtain the 
QCISD(T) and subsequent single-point energy calculations. Second, the largest basis 
set used at MP2 level in the G2 method is 6-31 l+G(3df,2p). In the G3 theory, this basis 
set is replaced by the G31arge basis set, which includes more polarization functions for 
second-row (3d2f), but less on the first-row elements (2df). Also, the M P 2 single-point 
calculation is performed with all electrons included, i.e., MP2(Full), instead of the 
frozen-core calculation in the G2 theory. 
The G3 procedure is more accurate than G2. Its mean absolute deviation is as 
small as 4.5 kJ mol'^ as compared with 5.0 kJ mol'^ for G2. Detailed methodology of 
the G3 procedure is given in Appendix A. 
1.4 Our Modified G2 Methods 
Besides using the conventional G2-based methods, we also employ our own 
modified G2 procedures to study some specific molecular systems. Our first modified 
method is called G2++, which is found to be useful for organic anionic systems. This 
procedure approximates the energy of an organic anion at the level of QCISD(T)/6-
311++G(3df,2p) and it requires single-point calculations at QCISD(T)/6-311G(d,p), 
MP4/6-311G(d,p), MP4/6-311++G(d,p), MP4/6-311G(2df,p) and MP2/6-
311++G(3df,2p), based on the structure optimized at the MP2(Full)/6-31++G(d) level of 
theory. The HLC for G2++ is - 5.03 x 10"^ np - 0.18 x 10_3^; The former coefficient in 
the H L C is optimized to give zero mean deviation from experiment of the calculated 
atomization energies of 55 molecules having well-established experimental values. The 
latter coefficient is then arbitrarily set, based on the difference between the exact and 
calculated energies ofhydrogen atom. For ZPVE correction, the MP2(Full)/6-3 l++G(d) 
vibrational frequencies, with a scaling factor of 0.972, are used. 
It has been reported that the G2 theory performs adequately for open-shell 
species with low spin-contamination. However, as the expectation value for spin-
^ 
squared operator (<S >) increases, the G2 result is found to be increasingly 
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unsatisfactory. In our study, for molecular species having significant spin-
contamination in unrestricted Hartree-Fock (UHF) wavefunctions, we revise the G2 
energies with the spin-contamination correction, proposed by Chiu et al.P in order to 
yield more reliable .results. The energy correction term, AE(<5'^>), for spin-
contamination is obtained by subtracting the projected UMP4/6-3 llG(2df,p) energy 
with the UMP4/6-31 lG(2df,p) energy, i.e., 
AE(<SS) 二 ^ PUMP4/6-311 G(2df,p) - UMP4/6-311 G(2df,p)] (1) 
The energy correction term due to spin-contamination is added to the G2 energy to yield 
the projected (or corrected) G2 energy, PG2: 
P G 2 = G 2 + AE{<S^>) (2) 
For this modified method, the same ZPVE and H L C corrections as the conventional G2 
method are used. 
1.5 Calculation of Thermodynamical Data 
The energies obtained with the above-described models refer to the molecular 
energies at 0 K. In order to calculate the heat of formation at, say 298 K, of a species, 
we first need to evaluate the enthalpy of the species at that temperature, Hjgs- The 
details of such a calculation are described in Appendix B. The computational method 
for the heat of formation of a species at 298 K, based on its value of H29s, is described 
individually in each Chapter. 
1.6 Scope of the Thesis 
In the following Chapters, the calculation results of a number of novel molecular 
systems will be discussed. In Chapter 2, the potential energy surface of [C2H5O"] and 
the fragmentation pathways of the ethoxide anion are studied with the G2++ method. In 
Chapter 3, the isomeric C2H2N and C2H2N+ species are investigated with the G2 method 
accompanied with spin-contamination energy correction. The photoionization and 
dissociative ionization channels of ethylene oxide ( C 2 H 4 O ) and propylene oxide 
(C3H6O) are studied in Chapter 4 and 5, respectively. In Chapter 6, the thermochemistry 
of chlorofluoromethanes and their cations (CFnCl4.n and CFnCl4_n+, n = 0 — 4) is 
investigated with the G3 method. Various dichloride oxides and their cations (Cl2On and 
4 
Cl2On^, n = 1, 4, 6, and 7) are studied with the G2, G2-based and G3 methods in Chapter 
7. Finally, a conclusion will be given in Chapter 8. 
An editorial note: each chapter of this thesis should be treated as a separate 
entity. In other words, it has its own numbering system for molecular species, 
equations, tables, figures, and references. 
1.7 Remark on the Location of Transition Structures 
In this thesis, many transition structures (TSs) have been located. For the 
“obvious” cases, the "reactant" and "product" linked by a TS can be deduced with the 
transition vector of the TS. For the remaining cases, the reactant and product are 
confirmed by intrinsic reaction coordinate calculations. Also, for these dissociations we 
claim to involve only bond breaking and no TSs, we did try to locate the TSs for them 
and found none. 
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Chapter 2 
A Gaussian-2 Study of the [C2H5O ] Potential Energy Surface and 
the Fragmentation Pathways of the Ethoxide Anion 
Abstract 
The [C2H5Cr] potential energy surface has been investigated with a modified 
Gaussian-2 methodology, the G2++ approximation. Eight stable [C2H5O'] isomers have 
been found on the surface: CH3CH2O- (l》，W-CHsCHOH" (2"), Y-CHsCHOH" (3"), Y-
C H 2 O C H 3 - (4-), W-CH2OCH3- (5"), Z E - C H 2 C H 2 O H - (6"), E E - C H 2 C H 2 O H - (7"), and EZ-
CH2CH2OH- (8'). Among these isomers，1" is the most stable thermodynamically. The 
calculated G2++ heats of formation for the isomeric anions are in good accord with the 
available experimental data. Also studied with the same ah initio method are the 
various rearrangements among the eight isomers and the fragmentation pathways of 1'. 
Among the reactions involving 1", the fragmentation process 1 — H2 + C H 2 C H O " has 
the least barrier. This result is in total agreement with the experimental collision 
activated dissociation and infrared multiple photon induced elimination studies of the 
ethoxide anion. 
2.1 Introduction 
The gas-phase fragmentations of simple and more complex alkoxides have been 
well studied by both collision activated dissociation (CAD)[4 and infrared multiple 
photon (IRMP)5-7 induced elimination techniques. Hayes et aO'^ investigated 
extensively the C A D of some simple alkoxides, e.g., ethoxide, propoxide as well as 
butoxide, and suggested that the loss of neutral molecular hydrogen (H2) from ethoxide 
and methane (CH4) from butoxide proceed via a step-wise 1,2-elimination mechanism as 
illustrated below: 
CH3CH20-—[H-...(CH3CH0)]~>[H2.. .(CH2=CHCT)]">CH2=CHO- + H2, (1) 
(CH3)3CO-^[CH3...(CH3)2CO-]or[CH3".. . ( C H 3 ) 2 C O ] ^ C H 3 C ( C H 2 ) O > C H 4 (2) 
Additionally, Raftery and coworkers〗 found that the loss of H2 from complex alkoxide 
ions such as Ph(CH2)nOVwhere n = 1 - 5, may occur by similar 1,2-elimination 
mechanisms. From these C A D experiments, it was shown that different parent 
7 
alkoxides gave rise to different fragmentation products. For instance, C A D studies of 
ethoxide，propoxide and butoxide gave only the Hi fragment in the spectra, and the 
C A D spectrum oftert-butoxide showed only CH4 fragment, whereas the C A D spectra of 
iso-propoxide and iso-butoxide produced both H2 and CH4 fragments. Mercer et al^ 
also observed similar phenomenon in their C A D studies of C2 to C5 alkoxide ions, and 
concluded that primary alkoxide ions fragmented by elimination of H2 only, secondary 
alkoxide ions showed the elimination of both H2 and alkane molecules (alkane 
molecules may usually be taken as CH4 because the loss of CH4 was more facile than 
the loss of larger alkanes), while tertiary alkoxide ions showed only the elimination of 
alkane. However, one may wonder why H2 or CH4 is preferentially eliminated from 
alkoxides, in view ofthat the fragmentations 0fH2 or CH4 from alkoxides are obviously 
competitive reactions. According to the C A D study of iso-propoxide ion, ( C H 3 ) 2 C H O " , 
by Mercer et aL,^ it was suggested that the preferential elimination 0fH2 or CH4 from 
iso-propoxide was due to the thermodynamic stabilities of the fragmentation 
intermediates involved, i.e., the energies of ion dipole complex [ H ' . . . ( C H 3 ) 2 C O ] for the 
elimination 0fH2 and [ C H 3 " . . . C H 3 C H O ] for the loss of C H 4 . Besides, the feasibility of 
the isomeric rearrangements prior to fragmentation has not been taken into account in 
conjunction with the H2 or CH4 elimination reactions. Hence, in order to gain a better 
understanding of the fragmentation reactions, a comprehensive theoretical study on the 
various elimination mechanisms, as well as the isomeric rearrangements for alkoxide 
anions, is clearly desirable. 
On the theoretical side, there have been a few ab initio studies on the 
1 2 
fragmentation mechanisms of alkoxides. Hayes and coworkers，investigated the 
fragmentation mechanisms 0fH2 from ethoxide and CH4 from butoxide at the HF/4-31G 
and HF/6-311++G levels of theory. However, they did not consider the detailed 
fragmentation intermediates involved, nor the competitiveness of the fragmentation 
mechanisms between H2 and CH4 from the same alkoxide. In addition, there has not 
been any theoretical study on the isomeric rearrangements for alkoxides. 
Therefore, on one hand, we propose to investigate both competitive 
fragmentation pathways of H2 and CH4 from ethoxide, CH3CH2Cr, with a modified 
Gaussian-2 (G2) procedure, in order to obtain and compare the G2 heats of reaction 
(Ai^r) for these two fragmentation channels, as well as the G2 heats of formation {Aff f) 
8 
for the fragmentation intermediates involved. On the other hand, by the same modified 
G2 procedure, we also propose to study the isomeric rearrangements of [C2H5O"] anions 
by determining the geometries of the transition structures (TSs) as well as calculating 
the energy barriers. Finally, the potential energy surfaces (PESs) for the fragmentation 
pathways and isomerizations of [C2H5O"] anions will be described and discussed. 
In the literature, there are two modified G2 methods, proposed by Gronert, for the 
studies of anionic species: the G2+^ and the G2(dd)^ methods. The G2+ approach 
involves single-point calculations at MP4/6-311+G(d,p), QCISD(T)/6-311+G(d,p), 
MP4/6-311+G(2df,p), and MP2/6-311+G(3df,2p) levels based on the geometries 
optimized at MP2/6-31+G(d,p) level of theory. On the other hand, the G2(dd) is an 
improved modification of G2+ approach, which additionally includes a second set of 
more diffuse sp-fiinctions for first- and second-row elements.^ However, both G2+ and 
G2(dd) approaches are specific for the study of the conjugate bases of the non-metal 
hydrides, which are not within the scope of our study. As a result, we propose an 
alternative G2 method, called G2++, which is useful for studying ion-molecule reactions 
involving anions, particularly intermediates having H" fragment. Methodological details 
ofthe G2++ model are discussed in the next section. 
2.2 Theoretical Methods 
All calculations were carried out on SGI10000 workstation and SGI Origin 2000 
High Performance Server, using the Gaussian 94 package of programs.^^ In this work, a 
modified version of the G2 procedure，" denoted as the G2++ method, has been 
employed, (details described in Section 1.4). The scaling factors of the MP2(Full)/6-
31++G(d) vibrational frequencies for thermal and zero-point vibrational energies 
(ZPVE) corrections are determined in the following way. For thermal correction, the 
12 
scaling factor (0.948) is obtained by minimizing the residuals of the theoretical 
frequencies and the experimental fundamentals for the set of 24 molecules listed by 
Grev et al}^ The experimental frequencies used are taken directly from a compendium 
compiled by Chase et al^^ For ZPVE correction, the scaling factor (0.972) has been 
chosen to minimize the residuals of the theoretical and experimental ZPVEs. The 
experimental ZPVEs for the aforementioned set of 24 molecules are listed by Grev et 
9 
a/.i3 Finally, it is noted that all equilibrium and transition structures have been 
characterized by vibrational frequencies calculations at the MP2(Full)/6-31++G(d) level. 
The G2++ heats of formation at temperature T (AH^n:) in this work are calculated 
in the following manner」= For molecule AB, its G2++ AH^n is calculated from the 
G2++ heat of reaction A/:TrT(A+B">AB) and the respective experimental Mfa:(A) and 
A//^fr(B) for elements A and B. In the calculations of AH^rj for anions, we set the AB^ri 
value of a free election to be zero. 
2.3 Results and Discussion 
In our notations, single- or double-digit numerals with superscript 〃-〃 such as 1", 
2", ... refer to stable [C2H5Cr] structures, fragmentation intermediates, or fragments. In 
addition, notations such as TS(l"^2") refer to the TS connecting 1" and 2". 
Table 1: G2++ Total Energies 0¾), Enthalpies (H29s)^  Standard Heats of Formation 
at 0 K (A^fD) and 298 K (A^o9s) of [C2H5O ] Isomers (1" - 8 )，Fragmentation 
Intermediates (9" - 11") and Fragments (12" — 15") 
0 • Eo Hj9s AH^ fD AH^ fZ98 
、Pecies (hartree) (hartree) (kJ mol'^) (kJ mol]) 
CH3CH20-, (1") -154.16426 -154.15945 -172.6 -186.1 
( - 1 8 6 ± 1 0 广 （ - 1 8 3 ± 9 ) 6 
W - C H 3 C H O H " , (2") -154.10689 -154.10182 -22.0 -34.8 
Y-CHsCHOH", (3") -154.10771 -154.10237 -24.1 -36.3 
Y - C H 2 O C H 3 " , (4-) -154.09246 -154.08687 15.9 4 . 4 (-ll±9)“ 
W-CH2OCH3-,(5-) -154.09223 -154.08694 16.5 4.2(-11 ±9)。 
Z E - C H 2 C H 2 O H " , (6") -154.12099 -154.11534 -59.0 -70.3 
EE-CH2CH2OH-,(7-) -154.12967 -154.12407 -81.8 -93.2 
EZ-CH2CH2OH-, (8_) -154.12979 -154.12438 -82.1 -94.1 
[CH3"...H2CO],(9") -154.10511 -154.09700 -17.3 -22.2 
[ H . . . C H 3 C H O ] " , (10") -154.11722 -154.11049 -49.1 -57.6 
[H-...CH3CHO],(ir) -154.12021 -154.11362 -56.9 -65.8 
CH4 + HCO', (12") -154.12362 -154.11600 
CH2CHO- + H2, (i3-) -154.16131 -154.15274 
C H 3 C H O + H_, (14") -154.09990 -154.09263 
CH3- + CH2O, (15-) -154.08679 -154.07909 
“Experimental result from ref 17. ^  Experimental result from refl8. 
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The G2++ energies at 0 K (^o), enthalpies at 298 K C%98), heats of formation at 0 K 
{Mffo) and 298 K (Affa9%) for [ C 2 H 5 O ' ] isomers, fragmentation intermediates, and 
fragments are listed in Table 1. Tabulated in Table 2 are the G2++ energies and 
thermochemical data for various TSs. 
Table 2: G2++ Total Energies (£^)，Enthalpies (历98)，Standard Heats of Formation 
at 0 K (AiTfo) and 298 K (Ai^c98) ofVarious Transition Structures Involving in the 
Isomerizations and Fragmentations of [C2H5O ] Anions 
Transition Eo H29s Ai^ fo A/^ G98 
structures (hartree) (hartree) (kJ mol]) (kJ mol]) 
r_>3- -154.07517 -154.07015 61.3 48.3 
r_>4" -154.00861 -154.00366 236.1 222.9 
l->8" -154.10892 -154.10409 -27.3 -40.8 
r_>9" -154.10542 -154.09782 -18.1 -24.3 
r _> 10- -154.11627 -154.11080 -46.6 -58.4 
2"^3" -154.10183 -154.09697 -8.7 -22.1 
2"^7" -154.04371 -154.03854 143.9 131.3 
2__>14_ -154.07804 -154.07276 53.8 41.5 
3-_^7- -154.04307 -154.03768 145.6 133.6 
(4-_>5-)a -154.08792 -154.08315 27.8 41.2 
(4-_>5-)b -154.08244 -154.07706 42.2 30.2 
6-^7- -154.12076 -154.11553 -58.4 -70.8 
(7-_^8> -154.10857 -154.10370 -26.4 -39.8 
(7" _^ 8")b -154.13022 -154.12504 -83.2 -95.8 
9- ^  12" .154.09981 -154.09270 -3.4 -10.9 
1 0 _ ^ i r -154.11750 -154.11154 -49.8 -60.4 
ir_^13" -154.11905 -154.11365 -53.9 -65.9 
The structures of the eight stable [C2H5O"] isomers/conformers (1" to 8'), and the 
three fragmentation intermediates (9" to 11"), as well as the four sets of fragments: CH4 + 
HCO" (12_), CH2CHO- + H2 (i3-), C H 3 C H O + H. (i4-), and CK{ + CH2O (15"), are 
depicted in Figure 1. Figure 2 illustrates the geometries of the TSs for intramolecular 
isomerizations and molecular dissociations. The respective schematic PESs for the 
intramolecular isomerization and molecular fragmentations are displayed in Figures 3 
and 4，respectively. Additionally, it is noted that structural parameters and G2 energies 
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Figure 1. Selected Structural Parameters of [C2H5O ] Isomers and Conformers (1' 
to 8 )，the Fragmentation Intermediates (9" to 11"), and the Fragments: CH4 + HCO" 
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Figure 2. Selected Structural Parameters of Various Transition Structures 
Involving in the Isomerizations and Fragmentations of [C2H5O ] Anions, Optimized 
at MP2(Full)/6-31++G(d) Level. All Bond Lengths are in Angstroms and Angles 
are in Degrees. 
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for both [ C 2 H 5 O ] radicals and [ C 2 H 5 O + ] cations can be found in a recent study^^ by 
Curtiss et al. 
In the following discussion, when we quote the relative stabilities of isomers and 
conformers, as well as the barriers of reactions, we refer to the energy values at 0 K 
listed in Tables 1 and 2. On the other hand, when we quote the thermochemical data 
such as Afff of isomers and confomers, etc., we refer to the values at 298 K. 
2.3.1 Stable Isomers and TSs for the [C2H5O'] Anions 
In this section, we discuss the stable isomers 1" to 8" and the various TSs linking 
them. The schematic PES for these isomers is shown in Figure 3. 
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Figure 3. Schematic Potential Energy Surface Showing the Intramolecular 
Isomerization for [C2H5O ] Anions. The Geometries of all Transition Structures 
are shown in Figure 2. 
The ethoxide anion, C H 3 C H 2 O " (1"), the conjugate base of ethanol, is the most 
stable species among the eight [C2H5Cy] isomers. It has a staggered structure with Q 
symmetry. With our G2++ method, the M/^o98 is calculated to be -186.1 kJ mol'^ in 
1 7 
excellent agreement with the two experimental values in the literature: -186 士 10 and 
-183 土 9 18 kJ mol_i. On the other hand, we also obtained the G2 Mfa9s value (-183.8 
kJ mol]) for 1", which is also in very good accord with the experimental values. 14 
The 1-hydroxyethyl anion, C H 3 C H O H " , has two conformers: W-CHsCHOH" (2") 
and Y-CHsCHOH" (3"). Both conformers have Ci symmetry, and are less stable than 1" 
by 151 and 149 kJ mol'^ respectively, at the G2++ level. Interconversion of 2" to 3" can 
be achieved by rotation of the hydroxyl group around the C O bond. The TS for this 
rotation, TS(2"^3'), has been located, and the G2++ barrier is calculated to be 13 kJ 
mol-i above 2". 
The methoxymethyl anion, C H 2 O C H 3 " , also has two conformers: Y - C H 2 O C H 3 ' 
(4") and W-CH2OCH3- (5"). Both have Q symmetry and they also have similar thermal 
stabilities. Conformer 5" is just slightly more stable than 4" by 0.6 kJ mol"^ at 0 K. The 
respective G2++ A7^o98 for 4" and 5" are 4.4 and 4.2 kJ moY\ These two values are 
slightly out of the error range of the experimental A f f ^ (-11 士 9 kJ mol"^ i?) for 
CH20CH3'. However, it should be noted that the error range of conventional G2 
procedure is at least 士 10 kJ mo\'\ Interestingly, interconversion between 4" and 5" can 
be achieved via two TSs, TS(4"^5")a and TS(4"^5')b. The former (about 10 kJ mol"^ 
above 5") involves the rotation of the methylene group around the C O bond, while the 
latter entails inversion at the methylenic carbon with a barrier of ca. 25 kJ mol"^ above 
5". 
The 2-hydroxyethyl anion, C H 2 C H 2 O H " , may exist in ZE (6"), EE (T), and EZ 
(8") conformations. All these conformers have Q symmetry. At the G2++ level, 
conformers 7" and 8" have similar stabilities with Mf^zn values of -93.2 and -94,1 
?•• • 
kJ mo\'\ respectively. Meanwhile, conformer 6" is about 23 kJ mol"^  less stable than T 
and 8". The interconversion TSs for 6" — T and T — 8" were located. Conversion 6" ~> 
7" involves the rotation of the hydroxyl hydrogen around the C O bond; this 
rearrangement requires a negligible barrier of 0.5 kJ mol] above 6". In conversion 7" ~> 
8" via TS(7"^8")a, the methylene moiety rotates from trans arrangement to cis, and vice 
versa. The rotational barrier is calculated to be 55 kJ mol"^ at the G2++ level. An 
alternative route for this conversion proceeds through TS(7"^8')b, involving a simple 
inversion at the anionic center. The G2++ barrier is slightly negative for this particular 
case, indicating the barrier should be very small. 
So far we have discussed the TSs involving interconversions of conformers and 
all these transformations have relatively small barriers, ranging from < 1 to 55 kJ mol"^ 
W e now discuss the remaining TSs shown in Figure 3. All these TSs involve either 
15 
methyl shift (1_ — 4") or hydrogen shift (1" — 3", 1"―兄 2" — T, and 3" — T) 
reactions. The barriers of these reactions are fairly large: 409 kJ mol] for reaction 1" ~> 
4"; 234, 145, 166, and 170 kJ mol"^ for reactions V ~> 3", 1' — 8", 2' — 7", and 3" — 丁, 
respectively. It is interesting to note that there is no TS linking 1" and 7", or 1" and 6", 
due to the relative orientations of the hydrogens. To effect 1" ~> 6", we need to proceed 
via 1" ~> 8" ~> T ~> 6". To obtain 7" from 1", we can either proceed via 1" ~> 8" ~> T or 
1' — 3" ~> 7", with the latter requiring a larger activation energy. 
2.3.2 Fragmentation Pathways of the Ethoxide Anion (V) 
Four fragmentation pathways of 1" were studied in this work: 1' — 12" (CH4 + 
HCO"), 1" — 13" (CH2CHO- + H2), r — 14- ( C H 3 C H O + H_), and 1_ — 15_ ( C H 3 " + 
C H 2 O ) . These pathways are summarized schematically in Figure 4. 
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Figure 4. Schematic Potential Energy Surface Showing the Fragmentation 
Pathways for the Ethoxide Anion (1"). The Geometries of all Transition Structures 
are shown in Figure 2. 
Among these four fragmentations, both 1" — 12" and 1" ~> 15" involve complex 
[CH3"...CH20] (9"), which is less stable than 1" by 155 kJ mo\'\ Complex 9" can be 
formed from 1' via TS(l'^9') with a G2++ barrier of about 155 kJ mol"^ Product 15" 
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may be obtained from 9" by a simple bond cleavage reaction. The overall G2++ barrier 
of r — 15' is thus 203 kJ mo\'\ On the other hand, proton abstraction by CH3" within 9" 
through TS(9_"> 12") requires relatively little energy (14 kJ mol"^) and, in the process, 
CH4 and HCO" are produced. Thus the overall barrier for 1" ~> 12' is 169 kJ mol'^ 
N o w we turn our attention to 1' ~> 13". As shown in Figure 4, the complex 
[ H " . . . C H 3 C H O ] (11") is formed from 1" via two TSs, TS(l'^10") and TS(10-^11'), 
requiring an overall barrier of 126 kJ mo\'\ Proton abstraction by H' within 11" 
produces H2 and C H 2 C H O " , requiring very little energy (3 kJ mol]). 
Finally, we discuss the fragmentation process of 1" ~> 14'. Upon obtaining 11" 
from 1" in the aforementioned process, a simple dissociation of 11" produces C H 3 C H O 
and H". The energy required is 53 kJ mol'^ In other words, the overall energy barrier 
for r ~> 14" is 169 kJ mol]. Intuitively, 14' can also be formed from 1' by a simple 
bond cleavage reaction, which may or may not involve a TS. However, such a reaction 
is very likely to require more than 169 kJ mol] to proceed. 
It is of interest to note H" and C H 3 C H O can recombine via TS(2"^14") to form 
C H 3 C H O H ' (2"), the energy barrier being 57 kJ mo\'\ Thus, the overall barrier for 1" ~> 
2" is 226 kJ mo\'\ as shown in Figure 4. As can be seen in Figure 3, there is an 
alternative pathway for the transformation of 1" — 2"; the barrier for this alternative 
route is 234 kJ mol]. In other words, the two routes have comparable barriers. 
Comparing the barriers for the four fragmentation pathways studied as well as 
with those for the rearrangements involving 1", that of the hydrogen loss reaction, 1" 
( C H 3 C H 2 C r ) — 13- (H2 + C H 2 C H O " ) , requires the least energy ( 1 2 6 kJ mol’. This 
1 ^ 
result is in total agreement with the C A D and IRMP studies of the ethoxide anion.，It 
is noted that the barriers of all rearrangements of 1" are larger than 126 kJ mol'^ Only 
the rearrangement 1" ~> 8", with a barrier of 145 kJ mol'^ is competitive with the 
fragmentation process 1" — 13". 
In passing, combining the results of Figures 3 and 4, we note that 9" can be 
formed from 4" via a dissociation and recombination mechanism: 4" first dissociates to 
15" (CH2O and CHs') and the two fragments then recombine to form 9". 
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2.4 Conclusions 
The potential energy surface of [C2H5O"] has been studied by the ah initio G2++ 
method. Eight stable isomers have been found on the surface: CH3CH2O_ (1"), W-
C H 3 C H O H - (2_), Y - C H 3 C H O H - (3-), Y - C H 2 O C H 3 " (4"), W - C H 2 O C H 3 " (5"), Z E -
CH2CH2OH- (6"), E E - C H 2 C H 2 O H " (7-), and E Z - C H 2 C H 2 O H " (8_). The calculated heats 
of formation of these anions are in very good agreement with available experimental 
data. Among these isomers, 1" is the most stable species. 
Additionally, the transition structures and barriers of the various rearrangements 
of the stable [C2H5Cr] anions have been determined at the same level of theory. Also 
investigated were the following fragmentation processes of the ethoxide anion (1"); 1" ~> 
C H 4 + HCO_, 1" ~> C H 2 C H O " + H2, r — C H 3 C H O + H", and 1" — CH3" + CH2O. 
Among the fragmentation and rearrangement pathways involving 1", 1" — CH2CHCr + 
H2 has the smallest barrier (126 kJ mol'^ ). This result is in accord with the C A D and 
IRMP studies of the ethoxide anion. 
2.5 Publication Note 
An article based on the results reported in this Chapter has now appeared in J. 
Phys. Chem. A 1999, 103, xxx. 
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Chapter 3 
A Gaussian-2 Study of Isomeric C2H2N and C2H2N+ 
Abstract 
The structures and energetics of the C2H2N and C2H2N+ isomers have been 
investigated using a modified Gaussian-2 (G2) method, which takes into account the 
energy correction due to spin-contamination. At the QCISD(Full)/6-31G(d) level, 
C2H2N may exist as twelve stable isomers. In the order of decreasing stability, they are: 
C H 2 C N (1), C H 2 N C (2), C H C N H (3)’ c - C H 2 C N (4), c-NCHCH (5)，CHNCH (6), 
N H 2 C C (7), N H C H C (9), c-NHCHC (10), cw-CHCHN (12), cis-CENRC (13), and 
rm/75-CHNHC (14). On the other hand, there are seven C2H2N^ isomers. In the order of 
decreasing stability, they are: o N C H C H + (5+), CH2CN+ (1+)，CH2NC+ (2+), C H C N H + 
(3+), C H N C H + (6+), c-NHCHC+ (10+)，and NH2CC+ (7+). The G2 result for the 
ionization energy of 1 and the M/^o98 values of 1 and 1+ are in good agreement with the 
available experimental data. However, the G2 results for radicals 2 and 5 as well as 
their corresponding cations 2+ and 5+ do not agree with the experimental data in the 
literature. This calls for a re-examination of the experimental results. Furthermore, in a 
recent study of the reaction between nitrogen atom and vinyl radical, a C2H2N radical 
was formed with an ionization energy < 9.64 eV. Based on our calculations and known 
reactivity of the reactants, it is concluded that the unidentified isomer is likely to be 2. 
3.1 Introduction 
Recently, Thom and co-workers published a photoionization efficiency (PIE) 
spectroscopic study of the cyanomethyl radical, CH2CN, produced by the reaction F + 
C H 3 C N ~> CH2CN + HF, using a discharge-flow-photoionization mass spectrometer 
coupled to a dispersed synchrotron radiation source.】 They measured a value of 
10.28 士 0.01 eV for the adiabatic ionization energy (IE) of C H 2 C N . In the same 
measurements, they also reported that there was an unidentified C2H2N radical isomer 
with IE < 9.64 eV, and that unidentified isomer was formed in the reaction between 
nitrogen atom and the vinyl radical: 
N (4S) + CH=CH2 — C2H2N + H (1) 
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However, the assignment ofPIE spectrum for the unidentified isomer was made difficult 
by the possible existence of numerous C2H2N and C2H2N+ isomers. 
On the theoretical front, so far there has not been a systematic study of all the 
isomeric C2H2N radicals and C2H2N+ cations. However, there are a few reports on a 
selected number of isomers. For instance, calculations were carried out at HF/4-31G^ 
and MP4SDQ/6-31 lG(d,p)//HF/DZ+P^ levels of theory for some C2H2N^ isomers. 
Recently, Radom and co-workers< applied several G2- and CBS-based methods to the 
cyanomethyl radical, isocyanomethyl radical, and li7^ -azirinyl radical, as well as to their 
corresponding cations and anions. In other words, these studies reported the results of 
only a small number of C2H2N/C2H2N+ isomers. In the present work, we have carried 
out G2 calculations^  for a large number of C2H2N and C2H2N^ isomers. In addition, we 
also report the G2 heats of formation at 298 K (AFffzn) for all the isomers. Where 
possible, we will compare these results with the available experimental data. 
3.2 Theoretical Methods 
All calculations were carried out on IBM RS6000/390 and SGI10000 
workstations，and SGI Origin 2000 High Performance Server, using the Gaussian 94 
package of the programs.^ The conventional G2 theoretical method is employed (details 
described in Section 1.1). In this work, in order to make certain the existence of the 
C2H2N and C2H2N+ isomers, we also performed structural optimization at the 
QCISD(Full)/6-31G(d) level for all isomers found at the HF/6-31G(d) and MP2(Full)/6-
31G(d) levels. Indeed, with this additional structural optimization, several isomers were 
subsequently eliminated. 
For the isomeric C2H2N radicals, unrestricted wavefunctions were used in all 
geometry optimizations and single-point energy calculations. For the C2H2N+ isomers, a 
number of closed-shelled cationic structures (1+, 3+, 6+, 7+, and 10+) were found to have 
unrestricted Hartree-Fock (UHF) energies lower than the corresponding restricted 
Hartree-Fock (RHF) energies, i.e., RHF instabilities occur. For these cations, except 7+ 
and 10+, the unrestricted wavefunctions were first constructed. Then these unrestricted 
wavefunctions were employed in the geometry optimizations at the UHF/6-31G(d) and 
UMP2(Full)/6-31G(d) levels. The eventual UMP2(Full)/6-31G(d) geometries were then 
used for single-point energy calculations. For 7+ and 10+, the unrestricted wavefunctions 
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reverted to the restricted wavefunctions during UHF/6-31G(d) optimizations. 
Therefore, the original RHF wavefunctions were used for energy calculations. For the 
remaining cationic species (2+ and 5+), their wavefunctions are RHF stable and hence 
the restricted wavefunctions were used in the subsequent G2 calculations. 
In our calculations, spin-contamination in the U H F wavefunctions is significant 
for some radicals, e.g. the <S^> values of UHF/6-31G(d) wavefunctions for 1 and 3 are 
0.924 and 0.939, respectively. Hence, we have revised the G2 energies of these species 
with the spin-contamination correction proposed by Chiu and co-workers^ [eqs. (1) and 
(2) in Chapter 1]. This correction has been applied to all radical and cationic isomers 
with RHF instabilities. 
Additionally, it is noted that G2 heats of formations in this work are calculated in 
the following manner7 For molecule AB, its G2 A^^o98 is calculated from the G2 heat 
of reaction AiZ^ 298 (A+B~>AB) and the respective experimental AH^ag^iA) and AFfa9r 
(B) for elements A and B. 
Before proceeding to present and discuss the results, we note that the G2 
predictions for Ai^f and IE values are usually well within 士 0.15 eV (or about 士 15 kJ 
mol-i) of the experimental data.^  So far Li and co-workers have applied the G2 method 
to determine the Mff values of CjUsS^'^ and C2H5S+ ^ isomers, CH3S2+, C H 3 S 2 , and 
CH3S2- isomers,io'ii C H 3 O + , C H 3 O , and C H 3 O " isomers^_i4 S F ^ SF,, and SF„", n = 
1,2,...,6,15,16 C H 3 S F and CH3SSCH2,^^ and Cl2O2 and Cl2O2+ isomers as well as their 
fragments.i8 In addition, we have applied the same method to determine the energies of 
the dissociation reaction involving C H 3 S , CH2SH and their cations and anions/^ 
HSCH2CH2SH,20 C 2 H 3 C l , and C2H3Cl+21 as well as Cl2O2 and Cl2O2+ isomers.^ ^ In all 
instances, the calculated results are in good to excellent agreement with the 
experimental data. Indeed, there are also cases we use the G2 results to suggest 
preferred values where the experimental data are either not very accurate or in conflict 
with each other.^ ^ There are also examples where the G2 results are used to revise 
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experimental data. 
3.3 Results and Discussion 
In our notation, numerals 1, 2,"., etc. refer to C2H2N radicals, while their 









































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































there are fifteen C2H2N isomers (1 — 15, in order of decreasing stability) and eight 
C2H2N+ isomers (1+ - 3+，5+ - 7+, 10+, and 15+) found on their respective potential 
energy surfaces. The structures of the radicals and cations, optimized at the 
QCISD(Full)/6-31G(d) level, are displayed in Figures 1 and 2, respectively. However, it 
should be noted that, at the QCISD(Full)/6-31G(d) level, radicals 8, 11, and 15 no 
longer exist. In trying to locate these species at the higher level, we found 5, 10, and 7, 
respectively. Also, at the higher level, cation 15+ does not exist. In its optimization, we 
found 7+ instead. 
The G2 energies at 0 K (¾), enthalpies at 298 K (/^ 卯)，heats of formation at 
298 K (M^f298) for the C2H2N and C2H2N+ isomers are summarized in Tables 1 and 2, 
respectively. Where available, experimental values are included for ready comparison. 
Also included in Table 1 are the G2 IEs of the radicals, and the energy corrections due 
to spin-contamination [AE(<iS^ >)'. 
Table 2: G2 Total Energies (Eo), Enthalpies (U2%), Standard Heats of Formation at 
298 K (A^o98), Energy Corrections for Spin-Contamination [AE(<5^>)], and 
Expectation Values of5'^  (<S^>) of C2H2N+ Isomers 
~~““^: Eo (Giy H29s (G2)" A//^ f298 (G2f^~~~AE (<S">) 不"““ 
bpecies (hartree) (hartree) (kJ mol"^) (kJ mol'^) (a.u.) 
l+,C2vjA1 -131.50344 -131.49874 1229.1 -33.7 0.352 
(1218±8)c 
(1246±18)" 
2+,C2v,iA1 -131.48978 -131.48493 1265.4 
(1180- 1226)" 
3+,C;,3A" -131.48741 -131.48223 1272.4 -20.4 2.199 
5+,C:2v,iA1 -131.51410 -131.51010 1199.3 
(<1138)" 
6^ Q , 'A" -131.47494 -131.46973 1305.3 -28.8 2.045 
t , C2v, ^ Ai -131.42253 -131.41779 1441.6 
10+,CjA' -131.45942 -131.45536 1343.0 
a Where applicable, the energies have been corrected for spin contamination (see text). “ Experimental data, where 
available, are given in brackets beneath the G 2 value.'' Ref. 23. ^  Ref. 27. 
In order to gain further validity for the modified G2 method employed in this 
work, especially regarding the energy correction due to spin-contamination, we also 
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carried out analogous calculations for two C 3 H 3 isomers and their corresponding cations, 
for which thermodynamics data are available in the literature. The C 3 H 3 isomers are 
C H 2 C C H and c - C 3 H 3 , which are isoelectronic to 1 and 5, respectively. In other words, 
cations C H 2 C C H + and c - C 3 H 3 + are isoelectronic to 1+ and 5+, respectively. Results for 
these four species are summarized in Table 3. 
Table 3: G2 Total Energies (Eg)，Enthalpies (ff29s)i Standard Heats of Formation at 
298 K (Ai^ f^298), Energy Corrections for Spin-Contamination [AjE'(<5'V)], 
expectation Values of S! (<5^>), and Ionization Energies (IE) of Two C3H3 Isomers 
and Their Cations 
. . , E, (G2r"""//298 (G2r A/fo98 (G2f^ A£ ( < 炉 〉 ） < S 、 " " " W ~ 
P (hartree) (hartree) (kJ mol'^) (kJ mol'^) (a.u.) (eV) 
C H 2 C C H , -115.78226 -115.77702 340.8 -23.6 0.974 8.70 
C2?Bi (343)c (8.68)c 
CH2CCH+", -115.46238 -115.45748 1179.7 -22.5 0.224 
C2v, 'Ai (1179)c 
c - C 3 H 3 , -115.72303 -115.71862 494.1 -2.4 0.759 6.09 
C„ ^ A' (440il7)' (6.6)" 
¢-¢:3¾+, -115.49928 -115.49517 1080.8 
D3/jA1' (1075r 
“Where applicable, the energies have been corrected for spin contamination (see text). ^ Experimental data, where 
available, are given in brackets beneath the G 2 value. '' Ref. 24. (' Wavefunctions for this species are found to be 
R H F unstable. 
3.3.1 The C2H2N and C2H2N^ Isomers 
The most stable C2H2N isomer is the cyanomethyl radical, CH2CN (1), with Cjv 
symmetry. Among the remaining isomers, 2 and 7 also have C2v symmetry. But they 
have different skeletons in that 2 has the C N C linkage and that of 7 is CCN. Isomers 3 
{Cs) and 6 (Ci) have terminal hydrogens at both ends. Isomer 4 has a partially closed 
ring in which the nitrogen atom is weakly bonded to the methylenic carbon. Isomer 5 is 
the most stable species among the five cyclic isomers. Radicals 8 and 12 form a pair of 
cis and trans geometrical isomers. However, at the QCISD(Full)/6-31 G(d) level, for 8, 
ring closure takes place to form 5. Radicals 10 and 11 are two cyclic isomers in which 
the nitrogen atom in 10 is sp^ -hybridized, while in 11 it is the carbon atom that is sp^ -
hybridized instead. At the aforementioned higher level, 11 reverts to 10. Isomer 9 has a 
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Figure 1. Selected Structural Parameters of C2H2N Isomers Optimized at the 
Levels ofMP2(Full)/6-31G(d) (1 - 11，13，and 15) and QCISD(T)/6-31G(d) (12 and 
14). All Bond Lengths are in Angstroms and Angles are in Degrees. It is noted 
that 8，11 and 15 do not exist at the QCISD(Full)/6-31G(d) Level. 
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Figure 2. Selected Structural Parameters of C2H2N+ Isomers (1+ - 3+, 5+ - 7+，10+ 
and 15+) Optimized at the MP2(Full)/6-31G(d) Level. All Bond Lengths are in 
Angstroms and Angles are in Degrees. It is found that 15+ does not exist at the 
QCISD(Full)/6-31G(d) Level. 
planar structure with the two hydrogens in trans arrangement. [We could not locate the 
c/5-is0mer]. Also, 13 and 14 are another pair of cis-trans isomers. The cyclic radical 15 
is the least stable C2H2N isomer and it becomes 7 at the QCISD(Full)/6-31G(d) level. 
Finally, it is noted that, at the HF/6-31G(d) and MP2(Full)/6-31G(d) levels, all C2H2N 
isomers, except 12, have a doublet ground state. For 12, the ground state is a spin 
quartet. On the other hand, at the QCISD(Full)/6-31G(d) level, both 12 and 14 have a 
quartet ground state, while those for all other isomers are doublets. 
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Although fifteen C2H2N radical isomers were found at the MP2(Full)/6-31G(d) 
level, we only located eight cationic equilibrium structures for C2H2N^ at the same level. 
Furthermore, at the QCISD(Full)/6-31 G(d) level, 15+ no longer exists. In other words, 
we are only reporting the energetics of seven cations. Radical isomers outnumber 
cationic isomers because some of the radical isomers ionize to the same cation. Rather 
surprisingly, the cyclic cation 5+ is most stable among the C2H2N+ isomers. Compared 
with 1+，5+ is more stable by 30 kJ mo\'\ However, when their radical counterparts are 
compared, 1 is more stable than 5 by 240 kJ mol"^ Thus, the presence or absence of one 
electron changes the relative stabilities of these isomers by about 270 kJ mol'^ The 
extra stability of 5+ may be due to its considerable aromatic stabilization, as two 71-
electrons are delocalized into the vacant p orbital of nitrogen. Cation 5+ is the ionized 
product for both radicals 5 and 12. Isomers 2+, 3+, 6+, 7+, and 10+ are the cations of their 
corresponding radicals. They have structures similar to their radicals. It is worth noting 
that, in 3, the nitrogen atom is sp^ -hybridized and the terminal carbon is sp-hybridized. 
+ 2 On the other hand, for 3 , just the opposite is true: the terminal carbon is sp -hybridizied 
while the nitrogen atom is sp-hybridized. Cation 1+ is the ionized product of both 1 and 
4. Additionally, the cyclic cation 10+ is the common ionized product of radicals 9, 10, 
13, and 14. Regarding the spin state of the cations, at all three levels of theories 
employed in this work, 3+ and 6+ have triplet ground states, while those of the remaining 
cations are singlets. 
In summary, at the QCISD(Full)/6-31G(d) level, we have located twelve C2H2N 
isomers and seven C2H2N+ isomers. In the following, we will discuss the energetics of 
these isomers. 
3.3.2 The Cyanomethyl Radical (1) and Cation (1^) 
Examining Table 1, it is seen that the G2 IE (10.18 eV) of the cyanomethyl 
radical (1) is in good agreement with the latest experimental result of 10.28 士 0.01 eV 
by Thorn and co-workers.^  In addition, our G2 A/:^8 value of 246.5 kJ mol] is in 
D . ^c 
good to excellent agreement with the various data found in the literature. “ It is noted 
that the very good agreement between our result and the experimental data is achieved 
through the energy correction due to spin-contamination. Without such a correction, the 
G2 A/:^ f298 value is 267.9 kJ mol"^ Indeed, as pointed out by Radom et aL^, several G2-
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and CBS-based methods lead to essentially the same A/7^ f29g value for 1, about 20 kJ 
mol_i higher than the experimental result. As for the cyanomethyl cation (1+), from 
Table 2, the G2 Mf^<)^ value of 1229.1 kJ mol"^ is about the average of the listed 
experimental data (1218 士 8 kJ mol"^ by Holmes and Mayer^^ and 1246 士 18 kJ mol"^ by 
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Shea et al. ). In short, by considering the correction due to spin-contamination, our G2 
method yields good to very good results for the thermodynamical data of the 
cyanomethyl cation and radical. It is further pointed out that the experimental results for 
these two species come from several independent investigations.^ ' ^ '^^ ^ 
Examining Table 3, it is seen that once again the spin-contamination correction 
leads to very good results for CH2CCH and C H 2 C C H + , species isoelectronic to 1 and 1+, 
respectively. Specifically, our G2 MTf298 for C H 2 C C H (340.8 kJ mol"^) and CH2CCH+ 
(1179.7 kJ mol-i) are in excellent agreement with the experimental data (343 and 1179 
kJ mol-i, respectively) listed in Lias，compendium.^^ As a result, our G2 IE for 
C H 2 C C H (8.70 eV) is also in very good accord with the experimental results ( 8 . 6 8 
eV"24). The results obtained with our G2 model for 1 and 1+ as well as for their 
isoelectronic species lend confidence to the results for other C2H2N and C2H2N^ isomers 
obtained with the same method. 
3.3.3 The Isocyanomethyl Radical (2) and Cation (2^) 
From Table 1, it is seen that there are four rather disparate experimental results in 
the literature for the Mfr29s ofthe CH2NC radical (2), ranging from 310 土 13 to 402 士 
13 kJ mori.23，26，28’29 Additionally, it is noted^ that G2- and CBS-based methods yield 
essentially the same AH^ f29s for 2, about 360 kJ mol"V Our G2 value, 351.1 kJ mol"^ is 
within the error range of the experimental data reported by Matimba et al^^ (334 士 8 kJ 
mol_i) and by Berkowitz et al^^ (336 土 11 kJ mol"^ ). As for the M f a n for the CH2NC+ 
+ 23 1 
cation (2 ), Holmes and Mayer reported a value range of 1180-1226 kJ mol for this 
quantity. Our G2 result for A/ff298 of t is 1265.4 kJ mor\ while other G2- and CBS-
based methods lead to values between 1265 and 1270 kJ mol"^ In view of the rather 
large disagreement between the calculated and experimental results, as well as the 
difference between the experimental data in the literature, the Mfa9% values for the 
isocyanomethyl radical and cation clearly deserve a re-examination. 
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In passing, it is mentioned that there also appears to be some confusion regarding 
the IE of 2. In their experimental study for the IE of 1, Thorn and co-workers! noted 
that the IE of 2 is 9.4 eV, quoting the work of Holmes and Mayer.^^ This value is in 
excellent agreement with our G2 result, 9.48 eV (Table 1). However, upon private 
communication, we have learned that the value of 9.4 eV is actually a misprint for 8.4 
eV.3G In other words, the G2 result is more than 1 eV off the experimental value in the 
literature. As discussed in the previous section, the error range for G2 result is usually 
well within ±0.15 eV. Hence our G2 result for the IE of 2 has cast some doubt on the 
accuracy of the experimental work.^^ Meanwhile, the G2- and CBS-based methods of 
Radom et al^ yield IE values between 9.35 and 9.42 eV. 
3.3.4 The lH-Azirinyl Radical (5) and Cation (5^) 
There are experimental estimates^^ for the bJ:f^ values of 5 and 5+. They are « 
339 and < 1138 kJ mol"^ respectively, giving rise to an approximated IE of< 8.30 eV 
for 5. Since the results were obtained by various approximation and estimation,^ ^ we 
feel that our G2 results, 484.6 and 1199.3 kJ mol"^ for the A/^298 values for 5 and 5+, 
respectively，and 7.41 eV for the IE of 5, are very likely to be the more accurate 
estimates. Furthermore, it is pointed out that the computational results by Radom et al. 
are in better agreement with our results than with experimental estimates. They have 
also suggested possible sources for the experimental uncertainties. 
In Table 3, we have listed the G2 results for c-C3H3 and c-C3H3+, which are 
isoelectronic to 5 and 5+, respectively. It is seen that our G2 A f f ^ for c-C3H3+ (1080.8 
kJ mol'^) agrees very well with the experimental result (1075 kJ mol"^ ).^ ^ On the other 
hand, both our G2 AH^nn (494.1 kJ mol"^) and IE (6.09 eV) of c-C3H3 are not in 
agreement with the available experimental data, 440 士 17 kJ mol"^ and 6.6 eV, 
respectively. Indeed, the disagreements are so large that they raise doubts on the 
accuracy of the experimental results. Actually, such discrepancies have already been 
reported by Glukhovtsev and co-workers.�！ In their work, the G2 Mff29s of c-C3H3 was 
calculated using various atomization and isodesmic schemes; the results range from 
479.2 to 495.5 kJ mol'^ in good agreement with our G2 value. Also, their G2 IE for c-
C3H3 was calculated to be 6.06 eV, very close to our result. 
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In summary, our modified G2 method, which takes into consideration energy 
correction due to spin-contamination, gives results for the Mf^9% values of 1, 1+, 
C H 2 C C H , C H 2 C C H + and c - C 3 H 3 + , and IE values of 1 and C H 2 C C H , which are in 
excellent agreement with the available experimental data. These agreements suggest 
that our G2 method should yield reliable results for the remaining C2H2N and C2H2N+ 
isomers. 
3.3.5 Other C2H2N and C2H2N^ Isomers 
There are nine other C2H2N isomers and four other C2H2N+ isomers for which no 
experimental data are available. It is hoped that the results reported in Tables 1 and 2 
will provide incentives for experimentalists to study these hitherto unknown species. 
Among the unknown C2H2N species, radicals 3 and 4, which are more stable than 5 
thermodynamically, appear to be prime candidates for experimental detection and other 
studies. 
3.3.6 The Unidentified C2H2NIsomer Formed in N + CH=CH2 
In the reaction between nitrogen atom and vinyl radical [reaction (1)],^  Thorn and 
co-workers reported the possible formation of a C2H2N radical with an IE upper bound 
of 9.64 eV. Among the twelve C2H2N isomers studied in this work, there are two 
candidates that satisfy this IE requirement. They are 2 (isocyanomethyl radical, 
C H 2 N C ) and 7 (ethen-2-yl-l-iminium radical, N H 2 C C ) with IEs of 9.48 and 9.46 eV, 
respectively. Chemically, it is not clear to us how 7 or 7+ is formed in the 
aforementioned reaction. On the other hand, the following appears to be a plausible 
pathway for the formation of 2+. 
H C — — C R 如 
N + C H = C H 2 ——^ \ / ^ ^ = ^ H C = N - - C H 2 H ^ C = ^ = 0 + H + e ⑵ 
(16) (17) (2+) 
In reaction (2), the nitrogen atom inserts into the double bond of the vinyl radical to 
form azirine (16)，which ring opens to produce nitrile ylide (17). Ylide 17 then 
undergoes dissociative photoionization to produce 2+. Hence it seems that 2 is likely to 
be the unidentified C2H2N isomer. 
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3.4 Conclusions 
From the above discussion, the following conclusions may be drawn: 
(1) The G2 method including energy correction due to spin-contamination yields A^o98 
values for the cyanomethyl radical 1 and cation 1+ and IE result for 1 that are in very 
good agreement with the available data in the literature. 
(2) However, the G2 results for the isocyanomethyl radical 2 and cation 2+ as well as for 
radical 5 and cation 5+ do not agree with the available experimental data. In addition, 
the various experimental data are not in good accord. This calls for a re-examination 
of the experimental results. 
(3) Based on the G2 IEs of the C2H2N isomers listed in Table 1, it is suggested that the 
unidentified C2H2N isomer formed in the reaction between nitrogen atom and vinyl 
radical may be CH2NC (2). 
3.5 Publication Note 
An article based on the results reported in this Chapter has now been published in 
J. Phys. Chem. A 1999,103, 3330. 
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Chapter 4 
A Gaussian-2 Study of the Photoionization and Dissociative 
Photoionization Channels of Ethylene Oxide 
Abstract 
W e have carried out ab initio Gaussian-2 calculations to examine the energetics 
of the dissociative photoionizations of ethylene oxide. Combining these results with the 
experimental photoionization efficiency spectra for ions C2H4O+, C2H3O+，C2H2O+, 
C2HO+, CH3O+，CH2O+, CHO+, C2H4+, C2H3+, C2H2+, C2H+, CH4+, C H 3 +， C H 2 + , CH+, 
and C+, obtained by our collaborators at the University of Science and Technology of 
China, we have established the dissociation channels of ethylene oxide near the 
ionization thresholds. The dissociation channels established may be broadly divided : 
into two types: simple bond cleavage reactions and those involving transition structures 
and activation energies. 
4.1 Introduction 
Ethylene oxide is a structurally interesting and important compound. In addition 
to the strong ring strain, there are also polar covalent bonds in the molecule. Also, it has 
been established that the 1,2-epoxy functional group plays important roles in both 
biological activities of a large number of natural products! and chemical reactivities in 
various organic synthetic reactions. Hence, a better understanding of the energetics for 
epoxy compounds is clearly desirable. Recently, our collaborators, at the University of 
Science and Technology of China, have obtained the photoionization efficiency (PIE) 
curves of the ions resulting from the dissociative photoionizations of ethylene oxide in 
photon energy region of 10 — 40 eV. Based on these PIE data, we have carried out 
2 
Gaussian-2 (G2) calculations to study the energetics of the dissociative 
photoionizations of ethylene oxide and establish the possible dissociation channels. 
4.2 Theoretical Methods 
The G2 method has been previously employed to study the dissociations of 
ammonia,3 vinyl chloride,^  dichlorodifluoromethane,^ and carbon tetrachloride^  by our 
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research group (details of the G2 method described Section 1.1). All the computations 
involved in this work were carried out on SGI R10000 workstation and SGI Origin 2000 
High Performance Server using the Gaussian 94 suite of programs7 
4.3 Results and Discussion 
All the appearance energies (AEs) of the fragments C2H4O+, C2H3O+, C2H2O+, 
C 2 H O + , C H 3 O +， C H 2 O + , CHO+, C2H4+, C:2H3+, C2H2+, C2H+, CH/, CH3+, CH2+, CH+, 
and C+, measured by our collaborators, for the photoionization and dissociative 
photoionizations of ethylene oxide, are listed in Table 1. The structural formulas of the 
polyatomic species (with three or more atoms) involved in this work, along with their 
symmetry point groups and electronic states, are displayed in Figure 1. The calculated 
G2 energies (£o(G2)) of various species involved in the dissociations of ethylene oxide 
(1) and its cation (2) are summarized in Table 2. 
Table 1: Appearance Energies (eV) Measured in the Dissociative Photoionizations 
of Ethylene Oxide 
m/e Ion A£ m7e Ion ^  
44 C2H4O" 10.51±0.02 27 C2H3^ 12.78士0.02 
43 C2H3O+ 11.80±0.02 26 C2H2+ 11.81±0.06 
42 C2H2O^ 13.62±0.03 25 C2H+ 27.55 ±0.30 
41 C2HCr 17.46±0.15 16 C H / 11.50±0.02 
31 C H 3 O + 15.12±0.10 15 CH3+ 13.30±0.03 
30 CH2O+ 14.25±0.10 14 CH2+ 13.65±0.03 
29 CHO+ 11.48±0.02 13 CH+ 21.56±0.20 
28 C2H4+ 14.18±0.03 12 C+ 25.83 ±0.30 
With the Eo(G2) values of 1 and 2, the IE of ethylene oxide is calculated to be 
10.64 eV. Considering that the error range for G2 results is 士 0.15 eV, this calculated 
value is in agreement with the experimental result, 10.51 士 0.02 eV. With the aid of 
values in Table 2, we are able to establish the dissociation channels of ethylene oxide 
cation. 
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Figure 1. Structural Formulas of the Various Polyatomic Species (with Three or 
More Atoms) Involved in this Work, along with Their Symmetry Point Groups and 
Electronic States. 
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Table 2: The G2 Energies (£^(0¾) of Various Species Involved in the Dissociation 
of Ethylene Oxide and its Cation 
Species ^p(G2) / hartree Species Ep(G2) / hartree" 
C2H4O (1) -153.53289 C H 3 O C + (25) -152.59683 
C2H4O+ (2) -153.14203 C H 3 O + (26) -114.60776 
C 2 H 3 O + ( 3 ) -152.59268 Cw-c-CHOHCH2^ (27) -153.13876 
C2H2O^ (4) -151.85547 C H O H C H 2 + (28) -153.04261 
C2HO^ (5) -151.22355 H" -0.50000 
C H 2 O + ( 6 ) -113.93626 0^ -74.98203 
CH2 (7) -39.06900 C+" -37.37345 
C H 2 ( 7 ' ) -39.05840 C0^ -113.17749 
C 2 H 4 + ( 8 ) -78.02631 H2^ -1.16636 
C 2 H + ( 9 ) -76.03733 OH“ -75.64391 
CH2+(lO) -38.69006 C H (¾) -38.38171 
CH2O" (11) -114.33892 CH+ ( ¾ -38.02447 
HCO+ (12) -113.40111 Transition structures^  
CH3"(i3) -39.74509 TSa -153.10687 
Trans-UCOCUs" (14) -153.16441 TSb -153.13740 
C H / (15) -39.94045 TSd -153.08749 
as-HCOCH3+ (16) -153.15976 TSe - 1 5 3 . 0 9 8 2 0 
C2H2^ (17) -76.76599 TSf -153.09776 
H 2 O " ( l 8 ) -76.33205 TSg -153.06015 
Trans-c^CnOUCU2^ (19) -153.13981 TSh -153.03635 
CHCHOH2+(2O) -153.14870 TSi -153.04903 
C2H3^ (21) -77.42349 TSj -153.13467 
CHCH2OH+(22) -153.10563 TSk -153.02745 
CH3+(23) -39.38559 TS^ -152.97164 
CKhOHC+ (24) -153.08038 
“ Values taken from ref2. ^  The transition structures TSa to T S ^ are defined in Figures 2-7. 
4.3.1 Bond Cleavage Reactions 
Dissociations of the ethylene oxide cation (2), which involve only the cleavage of 
bond(s), are summarized in this section. 
C2H4O+ (2) •五丨)C2H3O+ (3) + H, (1) 
AEi = AE(C2H3O+) — IE(C2H4O) = 1.29 土 0.02 e V . 
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It is noted that we did locate a transition structure (TS) for this dissociation reaction. In 
this TS, the length of the C-H "bond" that is being broken is about 1.690 人.However, 
the G2 energy of this TS is 1.32 eV above that of 2, while that of the dissociated 
products (calculated from results listed in Table 2) is 1.34 eV. In other words, this TS 
has an energy that is lower than that of the products. Hence, it is not certain that if this 
TS exists or not. But, even if it does, its energy should be very close to that of the 
products. 
C 2 H 4 O + ( 2 ) _ M i _ ^ C 2 H 2 O + � + H2, ( 2 ) 
A ^ 2 = AE ( C 2 H 2 O + ) — IE(C2H4O) = 3.11 土 0.03 e V . 
C2H4O+ (2) -AEl^ C2HO+ (5) + H2 + H, (3) 
A ^ 3 = AE ( C 2 H O + ) - IE(C2H4O) = 6.95 士 0.15 e V . 
C2H4O+ (2) ^^ ‘ ) CH2O+ (6) + CH2 (7), (4) 
M 4 = AE ( C H 2 O + ) - IE(C2H4O) = 3.74 士 0.10 e V . 
C2H4O+ (2) - A ^ C2H4+ (8) + 0, (5) 
A E 5 = AE(C2H4+) - IE(C2H4O) = 3.67 土 0.03 e V . 
C 2 H 4 O + ( 2 ) 仏 ) Q H + (9) + 3H + 〇， ( 6 ) 
A ^ = AE ( C 2 H + ) — IE(C2H4O) = 17.04 土 0.30 e V . 
C 2 H 4 O + (2 ) • € ? > c H 2 + ( 10 ) + C H 2 O (11) , (7) 
or CH2+ (10) + C 0 + H2, 
AEy = AE(CH2+) - IE(C2H4O) = 3.14 土 0.03 eV. 
C 2 H 4 O + (2) _ M L ^ C H + ( ¾ ) + C H 2 (7)+ O H , ( 8 ) 
AEg = AE(CH+) — IE(C2H4O) 二 11.05 士 0.20 eV. 
C2H4O+ (2) _ M i _ ^ C+ + CH2 (7)+ O H + H, (9) 
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or C+ + C H 2 ( 7 ' ) + O H + H , 
A^9 = AE(C+) — IE(C2H4O) = 15.32 士 0.30 eV. 
In the above calculations for the experimental dissociation energies, we have used the 
experimental value for IE(C2H4O). The above experimental dissociation energies, along 
with those calculated by the G2 method (using the results given in Table 2), are 
tabulated in Table 3 for easy comparison. 
Table 3: Experimental and Calculated Energies (eV) of the Dissociations of the 
Ethylene Oxide Cation 
Dissociation reaction AE (exp) _^^  A ^ (G?) or  
^ Reaction bamer 
Simple bond cleavage reactions 
(1) C2H4O+ (2) — C2H3O^ (3) + H 1.29 士 0.02 1.34" 
(2) C2H4O+ (2) — C2H2O+ (4) + H2 3.11 土 0.03 3.27 
(3) C2H4O^ (2) — C2HO+ (5) + H2 + H 6.95 ± 0.15 6.86 
(4) C2H4O+ (2) — CH2O+ (6) + CH2 (7) 3.74 士 0.10 3.72 
(5) C2H4O+ (2) — C2H4+ (8) + 0 3.67 士 0.03 3.64 
(6) C2H4O+ (2) — C2H+ (9) + 3H + 0 17.04 士 0.30 16.94 
(7) C2H4O+ (2) — CH2+ (10) + CH2O (11) 3.14 士 0.03 3.08 
or CH2+ (10) + C0 + H2 2.94 
(8) C 2 H 4 O + (2) — C H + (!Z) + C H 2 (7) + O H 11.05 土 0 . 2 0 11.01 
(9) C2H4O+ (2) — C+ + CH2 (7) + O H + H 15.32 士 0.30 15.12 
or C + + C H 2 ( 7 ' ) + O H + H 15.41 
Reactions involving transition structure(s) 
(10) C2H4O^ (2) — CHO+ (12) + CH3 (13) 0.97 土 0.02 0.96 
( 1 1 ) C2H4O+ (2) — C H 4 + (15) + C O 0.99 土 0 . 0 2 〜0.96 
(12) C2H4O+ (2) — C2H2+ (i7) + H2O (18) 1.30 士 0.06 1.48 
(13) C2H4O+ (2) — C2H3+ (21) + O H 2.27 士 0.02 2.23 
(14) C2H4O^ (2) ^  CH3^ (23) + C 0 + H 2.79±0.03 2.88 
(15) C2H4O+ (2) — C H 3 O + (26) + C H (4¾ 4.61 土 0.10 4.64 
“A T S was located for this reaction, but its energy is very close to that of the products (see text). 
Examining Table 3, it is seen that the G2 and experimental dissociation energies 
are in excellent accord with each other. In other words, these proposed dissociation 
channels are supported by accurate ah initio results. Still, some uncertainties remain. 
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For instance, for reaction (7), when C2H4O+ dissociates to form CH2+ (10), the 
accompanying products may be formaldehyde or C O plus H2. Neither experimental 
data nor G2 calculations can make the distinction. While the G2 results indicate that 
CH2O is the more likely side product； neither of the two possibilities can be ruled out. 
A similar situation exists in reaction (9)，where either the singlet or triplet methylene is 
one of the products. Energetically, G2 results favor the singlet state. 
4.3.2 Dissociation Channels Involving Transition Structure(s) 
In this section, we consider the dissociations of the ethylene oxide cation which 
involve one or more transition structures. 
C 2 H 4 O + (2) •及。> CHO+ (12) + C H 3 (13), (10) 
AEio = AE(CHO+) — IE(C2H4O) = 0.97 士 0.02 eV. 
In order to yield CHO+ (12) and CH3 (13) from a dissociation of 2, 2 first undergoes a 
hydrogen transfer and ring opening via TSa to form intermediate cation 14. Cation 14 
then undergoes bond cleavage reaction to produce CHO+ and CH3. The energy profile of 
this process is shown in Figure 2. The reaction barrier is calculated to be 0.96 eV, in 
good agreement with the experimental dissociation energy, 0.97 土 0.02 eV. 
1 . 2 0 • _ \ 
> 丨 
^ 
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^ o % n n ~T 
^ / .、 i32sAl427 
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Figure 2. Potential Energy Surface Showing the Possible Mechanism for 
Dissociation C2H4O+ — HCO+ + CH3. 
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C2H4O+ (2) •仏 > CH/ (15) + CO, (11) 
AEii = AE ( C H 4 + ) - IE(C2H4O) = 0.99 士 0.02 eV. 
The energy profile of this reaction is shown in Figure 3. As in reaction (10), cation 14 is 
first formed via TSa. Then 14 undergoes rotation around one of the C-0 bonds to form 
16 via TSb. Cation 16 has the proper arrangement to dissociate into CH4+ (15) and C O 
via a cyclic four-center transition state TSc. However, we failed to locate TSc after 
repeated attempts. In any event, if the energy ofTSc is lower, or not much higher, than 
that of TSa, the reaction barrier would still be in good agreement with the experimental 
dissociation energy, 0.99 土 0.02 eV. 
i 1.20:+ I 
i -^v ( 
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! ； ^  0.96 门 + TSc 9 
； I / ,.. .、、^  r \ I 
0.80 ^  ^ / c >^H \ Do (exp) = 0.99 +/- 0.02 eV. ! 
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Figure 3. Potential Energy Surface Showing the Possible Mechanism for 
Dissociation C2H4O+ — CH/ + CO. 
C2H4O+ (2) • > C2H2+ (17) + H2O (18)， (12) 
^ E n = AE(C2H2+) — IE(C2H4O) = 1.30 士 0.06 e V . 
The energy profile of this reaction is given in Figure 4. In this figure, we see that 2 
undergoes two hydrogen shifts via TSd, intermediate 19，and TSe to form cation 20, 
which then cleaves its C-0 bond to produce ethylene cation 17 and water. The G2 
barrier of this reaction is 1.48 eV, in fair agreement with the experimental dissociation 
energy, 1.30±0.06eV. 
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Figure 4. Potential Energy Surface Showing the Possible Mechanism for 
Dissociation C2H4O+ ~> C2H2+ + H2O. 
C2H4O+ (2) _ M i L ^ C2H3+ (21) + OH, (13) 
AEi3 = AE (C2H3+) - IE(C2H4O) = 2.27 土 0.02 eV. 
The energy profile of this reaction is shown in Figure 5. In this reaction, 2 undergoes 
hydrogen transfer to form 19 via TSd. Cation 19 then undergoes ring opening by 
breaking one of the C-0 bonds to form 22 via TSf; 22 then dissociates to C H 2 C H + (21) 
and O H by way ofTSg. The barrier of this reaction is 2.23 eV, in excellent agreement 
with the experimental dissociation energy, 2.27 士 0.02 eV. 
2 4 0 卩 A 
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Figure 5. Potential Energy Surface Showing the Possible Mechanism for 
Dissociation C2H4O+ ~> CH2CH+ + OH. 
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C2H4O+ (2) • > C H 3 + (23) + C O + H, (14) 
AEi4 = AE ( C H 3 + ) - IE(G2H4O) = 2.79 士 0.03 eV. 
The energy profile of this reaction is shown in Figure 6. As in reaction (13)，19 is first 
formed. Then it undergoes ring opening reaction by breaking the C-C bond and 
hydrogen transfer to form 24 via TSh. Cation 24 then cleaves its 0-H bond via TSi to 
produce C H 3 O C + (25) and H. Cation 25 undergoes bond cleavage reaction to produce 
CH3+ (23) and CO. The reaction barrier is calculated to be 2.88 eV, in fair agreement 
with the experimental dissociation energy, 2.79 士 0.03 eV. 
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Figure 6. Potential Energy Surface Showing the Possible Mechanism for 
Dissociation C2H4O+ — CH3+ + CO + H. 
C 2 H 4 O + (2) _Mil_^ C H 3 O + (26) + C H (¾), (15) 
AEi5 = AE ( C H 3 O + ) - IE(C2H4O) = 4.61 士 0.10 eV. 
The energy profile of this reaction is shown in Figure 7. As in the previous three 
reactions, 19 is first formed. Then it undergoes inversion via TSj at one of the carbons 
to form 27. Afterwards 27 undergoes ring opening by breaking the C-C bond to form 28 
via TSk. Cation 28 then dissociates to form the products by way ofTSi. The calculated 
barrier is 4.64 eV, in very good accord with the experimental dissociation energy, 4.61 土 
O.lOeV. 
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Figure 7. Potential Energy Surface Showing the Possible Mechanism for 
Dissociation C2H4O+ ~> CH2OH+ + CH (¾). 
The dissociation energies and the G2 barriers for reactions (10) to (15) are 
included in Table 3 for ready comparison. As can be seen from these results, the 
agreements between theory and experiment are uniformly good. 
4.4 Conclusions 
By carrying out ab initio G2 calculations, we have investigated the energetics of 
photoionization and dissociative photoionizations of ethylene oxide. Combining these 
results with the experimental photoionization efficiency spectra of various fragments 
obtained by our colleagues in China, we are able to establish the dissociation channels 
for the formation of the following ions: C2H4O+, C2H3O+，C2H2O+, C2HO+, C H 3 O + , 
C H 2 O + , CHO+, C2H/, C2H3+, C2H2+, QH+, CH4+, CH3+, C H 2 +， C H + , and C+. 
Additionally, it is found that there are two types of dissociation channels: simple bond 
cleavage reactions and those involving transition structures and reaction barriers. 
4.5 Publication Note 
W e have prepared an article by combining the G2 results reported in this Chapter 
with the experimental data measured by our collaborators at the University of the 
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Science and Technology of China. This paper has now appeared in J. Phys. Chem. A 
1999, /05,4155. 
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Chapter 5 
A Gaussian-2 Study of the Photoionization and Dissociative 
Photoionization Channels of Propylene Oxide 
Abstract 
W e have carried out ab initio Gaussian-2 calculations to examine the energetics 
of the photoionization and dissociative photoionizations of propylene. Combining these 
results with the experimental photoionization efficiency spectra for ions C3H6O+, 
C2H3O+, C H 3 O + , C H 2 O + , CHO+, C2H4+, C2H3+, C2H2+, CH3+, and CH2+, obtained by our 
collaborators at the University of Science and Technology of China, we have established 
the dissociation channels of propylene oxide near the ionization thresholds. The 
dissociation channels we proposed include simple bond cleavage reactions as well as 
reactions involving intermediates and transition structures. 
5.1 Introduction 
Epoxides are important and interesting compounds. Structurally, there are polar 
covalent bonds in the three-member ring and there is strong ring strain as well. Thus 
these compounds undergo ring-opening reactions easily. Also, it has been established 
that epoxy functional group plays important roles in both biological activities of a large 
number of natural products! and chemical reactivities in various organic synthetic 
reactions. Hence, a quantitative study on the various dissociations of epoxy compounds 
is clearly desirable. In Chapter 4, we have established the dissociation channels of 
ethylene oxide near the ionization thresholds by means ofhigh-level computation, based 
on the experimental data from our collaborators. Here, we have again employed the 
same theoretical method, and made use of the photoionization efficiency curves of the 
fragment ions resulting from the dissociative photoionizations of propylene oxide in 
photon energy region of 10 - 40 eV, to determine the energetics of the dissociative 
photoionizations of propylene oxide and establish the possible dissociation channels. It 
is noted that propylene oxide is structurally less symmetric than ethylene oxide and 
hence these two compounds have different dissociation products. 
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5.2 Theoretical Methods 
The theoretical model chosen for the present work is the G2^ (details described in 
Section 1.1). This method has been previously employed to study the dissociations of 
ammonia,3 vinyl chloride/ dichlorofluoromethanes,^ carbon tetrachloride,^  and ethylene 
oxide (reported in Chapter 4) by our research group. All computations involved in this 
work were carried out on SGI R10000 and DEC500au workstations and SGI Origin 
2000 High Performance Server using Gaussian 94 suite of programs.^ 
5.3 Results and Discussion 
All the appearance energies (AEs) of the fragments ions C3H6O+, C2H3O+, 
C H 3 O + , C H 2 O + , CHO+, C2H4+，C2H3+, C2H2+, CH3+, and CH2+, measured by our 
collaborators, for the photoionization and dissociative photoionizations of propylene 
oxide, are listed in Table 1. The structural formulas of the polyatomic species (with 
three atoms or more) involved in this work, along with their symmetry point groups and 
electronic states, are shown in Figure 1. The calculated G2 energies, enthalpies, and 
standard heats of formation at 298 K of all the species involved in the dissociations of 
propylene oxide (1) and its cation (2) are listed in Table 2. In order to gauge the 
accuracy of the G2 results, we have also tabulated the available experimental heats of 
formation for easy comparison. Based on the Eo(G2) values of 1 and 2 in Table 2, the 
IE of propylene oxide is calculated to be 10.31 eV. Considering that the error range for 
G2 results is 土 0.15 eV, this calculated value is in fair agreement with the experimental 
result, 10.15±0.02 eV. 
Table 1: Appearance Energies (eV) Measured in the Dissociative Photoionizations 
of Propylene Oxide 
My^ e Ion A E M/e Ion A E 
58 C3H6O+ 10.15±0.02 28 C2H4+ 11.23士0.03 
43 C2H3O^ 10.79±0.02 27 C2H3+ 13.98±0.03 
31 C H 3 O + 13.02±0.03 26 C2H2+ 13.87±0.04 
30 CH2O+ 11.23±0.02 15 CH3+ 13.66±0.03 
29 CHO+ 12.35±0.03 14 CH2+ 18.13i0.06 
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Figure 1. Structural Formulas of the Various Polyatomic Species (with Three or 
More Atoms) Involved in this Work, along with Their Symmetry Point Groups and 
Electronic States. 
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Upon comparing the G2 and experimental heats of formation listed in Table 2, 
we can see that the agreements are uniformly good. Based on these results, the 
dissociation channels of2 can be established with a fair amount of confidence. 
Table 2: The G2 Energies 陶，Enthalpies (丑298), and Standard Heats ofFormation 
at 298 K (AH^a%) of Various Species Involved in the Dissociation of Propylene 
Oxide and Its Cation. 
Species ^o(G2) //298 (G2) A / ^ 8 (G2)~~~Mfnn (exp)^   
(hartree) (hartree) (kJ mol'^) (kJ mol'^) 
C3H6O (1) • -192.76604 -192.76061 -97.6 -94.7±0.6 
C3H6O+(2) -192.38700 -192.38112 898.7 891 
CH2O+(3) -113.93626 -113.93240 941.1 940.5 
C2H4(4) -78.41593 -78.41193 54.2 52.2±1 
CH3+ (5) - 3 9 . 3 8 5 5 9 - 3 9 . 3 8 1 7 9 1 0 9 0 . 0 1093 .3 土 1.7 
C2H3O (6) -152.86761 -152.86352 165.3 
CH2+(7) -38.69006 -38.68623 1391.6 1386 
CH2(8) -39.05839 -39.05461 424.5 430.1 
CH2O"(9) -114.33892 -114.33510 -116.1 -108.7 ±0.7 
CH3CO+(lO) -152.68114 -152.67656 656.1 653 
CH3^ (11) -39.74509 -39.74084 147.3 145.8 
CH3COCH3 (12) -192.42476 -192.41780 802.4 
C2H4+(i3) -78.02631 -78.02167 1078.8 1066 
CH3CHOCH2+(i4) -192.42830 -192.42173 792.1 • 
CH2CH2OCH2+(i5) -192.41355 -192.40686 831.1 
HCO+(16) -113.40111 -113.39769 820.5 825.6 
HOC+(16') -113.34185 -113.33713 979.5 963 
C2H5 (17) -78.97017 -78.96523 126.0 118 
c - C H ( C H 3 ) O H C H+ ( l 8 ) -192.38597 -192.37995 901.8 
CH3CH2CHO+(i9) -192.45348 -192.44721 725.2 c 
C H 3 C H 2 C O H + (20) -192.42278 -192.41644 806.0 
CH2OH+(2i) -114.60776 -114.60387 702.8 703 
C2H3 (22) -77.73985 -77.73578 304.8 299±5" 
c-C(CH3)OHCH2^ (23) -192.39068 -192.38476 889.2 
C H 3 C O H C H 2 + (24) - 1 9 2 . 3 0 1 7 0 - 1 9 2 . 2 9 4 5 8 1 1 2 5 . 9 
C H 2 C H O H C H 2 ^ (25) -192.38498 -192.37821 906.3 
C2H3+(26) -77.42349 -77.41922 1136.0 e 
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CH3COCH2+ (28) -191.75917 -191.75283 1023.7 
C2H2+(29) -76.76599 -76.76229 1336.2 1327.9 



















“ Values taken from ref2. ^ Unless specified, all experimental M f ^ values are taken from ref. 8. '" There is no 
experimental data for 19. O n the other hand, the experimental AH°n9s for its rotamer with respect to the C-C bond 
is 772.9 kJ m o r \ which is in good agreement with the G 2 result of 785.2 kJ mol''. ^ Value taken from ref. 9. 
‘There apparently is no experimental ^ H °舰 for 26. But for its non-classical cyclic isomer the experimental 
A/ff298 is 1112 kJ mol.i，which is in good accord with the G 2 result of 1117.9 kJ m o r \ ,The transition structures 
TSa to TSn are defined in Figures 2-9. 
5.3.1 Bond Cleavage Reactions 
This section summarizes the dissociations of 2, which entail only bond 
cleavage(s), i.e., involving no transition states (TSs). 
C3H6O" (2) - ^ ^ CH2O+ (3) + C2H4 (4), (1) 
^Ex = AE(CH2O+) - IE(C3H6O) = 1.08 士 0.02 eV. 
C3H6O+ (2) ~ A ^ cH3+ (5) + C2H3O (6), (2) 
A^2 二 AE(CH3+) — IE(C3H6O) = 3.51 士 0.03 eV. 
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C3H6O^ (2) _ M i _ > CH2+ (7) + C O + H2 + CH2 (8), (3) 
A ^ = AE(CH2+) — IE(C3H6O) 二 7.98 土 0.06 eV. 
In the above calculations, the experimental IE of 1 reported in Table 1 is used. The 
above dissociation energies (A£"i to AE3), along with those calculated by the G2 method 
(using the data tabulated in Table 2), are given in Table 3 for easy comparison. It is 
seen that the G2 dissociation energies are in good agreement with the experimental 
results, i.e., dissociation channels (1) to (3) are supported by high level ah initio results. 
Still, some uncertainties remain. For instance, the dissociation channel involving CH2+ 
may be 
C3H6O+ (2) _ A ^ CH2+ (7) + CH2 (8) + CH2O (9). (3') 
The G2 dissociation energy for this reaction, ^ Ey, is 8.15 eV. When this value is 
compared with the experimental result of 7.98 士 0.06 eV, the agreement is not very 
good. Nonetheless, reaction (3') cannot be completely ruled out. 
Table 3: Experimental and Calculated Energies (eV) of the Dissociation of 
Propylene Oxide Cation 
Dissociation reaction A£(exp) ^ AE(G2) or  
Reaction barrier 
Simple bond cleavage reactions 
(1) C3H6O^ (2) — CH2O+ (3) + C2H4 (4) 1.08 土 0.02 0.95 
(2) C3H6O+ (2) — CH3+ (5) + C2H3O (6) 3.51 土 0.03 3.64 
(3) C3H6O+ (2) — CH2+ (7) + CH2 (8) + C O + H2 7.98 土 0.06 8.02 
or CH2+ (7) + CH2 (8) + CH2O (9) 8.15 
Reactions involving reaction barriers 
(4) C3H6O^ (2) ~> C2H3O+ (10) + CH3 (11) 0.64 土 0.02 0.74 
(5) C3H6O^ (2) — C2H4+ (13) + CH2O (9) 1.08 士 0.03 1.18 
(6) C3H6O+ (2) — HCO+ (16) + C2H5 (17) 2.20 士 0.03 2.27 
or HCO+ (16') + C2H5 (17) 
(7) C3H6O^ (2) ~> CH3O+ (21) + C2H3 (22) 2.87 土 0.03 2.89 
(8) C3H6O^ (2) — C2H3+ (26) + CH2O (9) + H 3.83 士 0.03 3.72 
or C2H3+ (26) + C 0 + H2 + H 
(9) C3H6O+ (2) — C2H2+ (29) + CH2O (9) + H2 3.72 士 0.04 3.72 
or C2H2+(29) + C O + 2H2 
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5-3.2 Dissociation Channels Involving Transition Structure(s) 
In this section, those dissociations involving one or more TSs are discussed. 
C3H6O^ ( 2 )仏 ' > C H 3 C O + (10) + C H 3 (11), ( 4 ) 
A^4 = AE(C2H3O+) — IE(C3H6O) = 0.64 土 0.02. 
In order to dissociate into C H 3 C O + (10) and C H 3 (11), C3H6O+ (2) first undergoes 
hydrogen transfer and ring opening reaction via TSa to form intermediate cation 12. 
Cation 12 then produces 10 and 11 by undergoing a bond cleavage reaction. The 
schematic energy profile of this process and the structure ofTSa are shown in Figure 2. 
The G2 barrier of this reaction is 0.74 eV, in fair agreement with the experimental 
dissociation energy, 0.64 土 0.02 eV. 
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Figure 2. Potential Energy Surface Showing the Possible Mechanism for 
Dissociation CjHgO^ ^C2H3O^ + CH3. 
C3H6O+ (2) - M l ^ C2H4+ (13) + CH2O (9)， (5) 
A^5 = AE(C2H4+) — IE(C3H6O) = 1.08 土 0.03. 
The energy profile of this reaction is shown in Figure 3. As in reaction (4), cation 12 is 
first formed via TSa. It then undergoes two successive hydrogen transfers via TSb and 
TSc to form 15, which produces 13 and 9 by bond cleavage reaction. The G2 barrier of 
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this process is 1.18 eV, again in fair accord with the experimental dissociation energy, 
1.08±0.03eV. 
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Figure 3. Potential Energy Surface Showing the Possible Mechanism for 
Dissociation C3H6O+ — C2H4+ + CH2O. 
C3H6O+ (2) _ M ^ HCO+ (16) + C H 3 C H 2 (17), ( 6 ) 
C3H6O^ (2) ^^'' > COH+ (16') + C H 3 C H 2 (17), ( 6 ' ) 
AEe = AE(HCO+) - IE(C3H6O) = 2.20 士 0.03. 
The energy profiles of these two related reactions are shown in Figure 4. The parent 
cation 2 first undergoes hydrogen transfer via TSd to yield cation 18; 18 then proceeds 
to form 19 by another hydrogen transfer and ring opening (via TSe). Simple bond 
cleavage of 19 forms 16 and 17. On the other hand, 19 can also form 20 by yet another 
hydrogen transfer; 20 then forms 16' and 17 by bond cleavage. The overall barriers for 
these two processes are 2.27 eV, in good agreement with the experimental dissociation 
energy, 2.20 土 0.03 eV. Hence, by only the criteria of energy barrier, reactions (6) and 
(6') cannot be differentiated. However, as shown by the energy profile in Figure 4, 
reaction (6) may be favored. 
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Figure 4. Potential Energy Surface Showing the Possible Mechanism for 
Dissociation C3H6O+ — HCO+ + C2H5. 
C3H6O^ (2) _ M l _ > CH2OH+ (21) + C H 2 C H (22), ( 7 ) 
M 7 = AE ( C H 3 O + ) - IE(C3H6O) = 2.87 士 0.03. 
The energy profile of this reaction is shown in Figure 5: 2 undergoes hydrogen transfer 
to form 23 via TSg; 23 then ring opens to yield 24; 24 then form 25 by another hydrogen 
transfer; 25 then cleaves one of its C-0 bonds to yield 21 and 22. Once again, G2 
barrier of this reaction, 2.89 eV，is in very good agreement with the experimental 
dissociation energy, 2.87 士 0.03 eV. 
- ' ' “ • > H ] + = ^ 
i ! ] TSh \ 尸 
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I oi 」 1 V ? n ^ 0.0. \v ^ Y I / ° \ 丨 -0 10 ^  A \ / -H  Mc^ ,_c^ ,H ,...C-C^H ,C—<\ -04」 H  Mc' H \ - y__ L5  Figure 5. Potential Energy Surface Showing the Possible Mechanism for D ssociation C3H6O^^ CH3O^ + C2H3.
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C3H6O^ (2) _ M i _ > C H 2 C H + (26) + C H 2 O (9) + H, ( 8 ) 
AEg = AE ( C 2 H 3 ^ ) — IE(C3H6O) = 3.83 土 0.03. 
Two pathways are proposed for this reaction; their energy profiles are found in Figures 6 
and 7. In both pathways, 2 hydrogen transfers via TSg to form 23, which then ring 
opens via TSh to form 24. As shown in Figure 6, 24 undergoes a 2,3-hydrogen transfer 
(via TSj) to yield 14, an intermediate we first encountered in reaction (7) (Figure 5). 
Cation 14 can form 27 and H by bond cleavage; then 27 further dissociates to yield 26 
and 9. The G2 barrier of this reaction is 3.72 eV, in fair agreement with the 
experimental dissociation energy, 3.83 士 0.03 eV. 
In the alternative pathway schematically shown in Figure 7, upon its formation, 
intermediate 24 dissociates into 28 and H via TSf. Cation 28 then undergoes hydrogen 
transfers to form 27, which then yields 26 and 9 by bond cleavage. The overall barrier 
of this pathway is the same as that for the pathway shown in Figure 6. Hence, it is not 
obvious which pathway is favored. 
4.40 - • ^  _,+ 
I % / ^ 
I i H 9 , . 4 9 2 ^ ; ' ; ? - TSj Do(exp) = 3.83 . / - 0.03 e V 
i “ V /V.167- 3.72 — CH2CH (26) + CH2O (9) + H 
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‘ / 1407 / = ^ 「3.39 
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Figure 6. Potential Energy Surface Showing the Possible Mechanism for 
Dissociation C3H6O+ — C2H3+ + CH2O + H. 
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Figure 7. Potential Energy Surface Showing the Alternative Possible Mechanism 
for Dissociation C3H6O+ — C2H3+ + CH2O + H. 
C3H6O+ (2) - A M l ^ CHCH+ (29) + CH2O (9) + H2, (9) 
A^9 = A E ( C 2 H 2 + ) — IE(C3H6O) = 3.72 士 0.04. 
Once again, there are two proposed pathways for this reaction and these pathways are 
schematically shown in Figures 8 and 9. The first portion ofFigure 8 is the same as that 
of Figure 6. Upon forming intermediate 27 plus H, a hydrogen extraction reaction 
between 27 and H via TSn produces H2 and 30. Cation 30 then forms CHCH+ (29) and 
CH2O (9) by bond cleavage. The G2 barrier for this reaction is 3.72 eV, in excellent 
agreement with the experimental dissociation energy, 3.72 士 0.04 eV. 
In the alternative pathway, shown schematically in Figure 9，27 plus H are 
produced in the manner depicted in Figure 7. Once these fragments are formed, they 
undergo the same hydrogen extraction via TSn to form 30 plus H2. Cation 30 then 
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Figure 8. Potential Energy Surface Showing the Possible Mechanism for 
Dissociation C3H6O+ — C2H2+ + CH2O + H2. 
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Figure 9. Potential Energy Surface Showing the Alternative Possible Mechanism 
for Dissociation C3H6O+ — C2H2+ + CH2O + H2. 
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The dissociation energies and the G2 barriers for reactions (4) to (9) are included 
in Table 3 for ready comparison. As can be seen from these results, the agreements 
between theory and experiment are uniformly good. 
5.4 Conclusions 
By carrying out ab initio G2 calculations, we have investigated the energetics of 
the photoionization and dissociative photoionizations of propylene oxide. Combining 
these results with the experimental photoionization efficiency spectra of various 
fragment ions obtained by our colleagues in China, we are able to establish the 
dissociation channels for the formation of the following ions: CsH^O^ C2H3O+, C H 3 O + , 
CH2O+, CHO+, C2H4+，C2H3+, C:2H2+, C H 3+，and CH2+. In addition，it is found that the 
dissociation channels we have proposed include simple bond cleavage reactions and 
processes involving reaction intermediates and transition structures. The agreements 
between experimental and computational dissociation energies or barriers are well 
within±0.15 eV. 
5.5 Publication Note 
W e have prepared an article by combining the G2 results reported in this Chapter 
with the experimental data obtained by our collaborators at the University of the Science 
and Technology of China. This paper has been submitted to Journal of Physical 
Chemistry. 
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A Gaussian-3 Study of the Thermochemistry of 
Chlorofluoromethanes (CFnCl4.n) and Their Cations (CFnCl4_n^), n 
= 0 - 4 
Abstract 
The heats of formation, ionization energies, and proton affinities of 
chlorofluoromethanes are calculated using the newly developed Gaussian-3 (G3) 
procedure. Good overall agreements between G3 and experimental values are observed 
and imply that the G3 theory performs better than Gaussian-2 method for halogen-
containing compounds. The only exception is the proton affinity of C F 3 C l and a 
possible origin for this discrepancy between the experimental and G3 results is 
suggested. 
6.1 Introduction 
Chlorofluoromethanes have been extensively used as propellants, solvents, and 
refrigerants because of their chemical inertness. However, it has been shown that these 
compounds constitute one of the major atmospheric sources of chlorine, which is 
detrimental to our environments, especially to the stratospheric zone in atmosphere. 
Therefore, many investigators have studied the electronic and geometrical structures, as 
well as the bond rupture energies^  of these compounds experimentally. 
However, despite these efforts, the thermodynamic data, such as heats of 
formation (A//f), ionization energies (IEs), and proton affinities (PAs) of these 
compounds and their cations are not well established experimentally. On the theoretical 
^ 
front, it has been reported that the Gaussian-2 (G2) theoretical procedure performs 
unsatisfactorily in the determination of A//f for halogenated compounds because of the 
inherent neglect of spin-orbit correction^  and core-related correction^  in the G2 theory. 
In addition, Berry et al^'^ have found that A//f calculated with G2- and Complete Basis 
Set (CBS)-based7-9 methods for a series of chlorofluoromethanes (CHxFyCl4.x.y, x = 0 — 
3; y = 0 — 3) exhibit systematic deviations from experiment. To remedy these 
shortcomings, they have used Bond Additive Correction (BAC) to correlate and remove 
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the systematic errors. However, to determine the appropriate correction factors for a 
given bond type in BAC, accurate A//f values are required. Hence, it would be difficult 
to extend such an approach to the species without well-determined A//f values. Garcia 
de la Vega and co-workers have studied the electronic structures of CF4/CF4+ 川 as well 
as C C l 4 / C C l 4 + 11, but not their thermochemical data. On the other hand, Ricca^^ has 
calculated the Ai/fValues for C F 4 and CF4^. However, there has not been any theoretical 
study on the mixed chlorofluoromethanes and their cations. 
In our work, we employ a newly proposed G3 theory by Curtiss et al.,^ which has 
shown significant improvements for the predication of thermochemcial data of halogen-
containing molecules such as C F 4 , C C l 4 , and S iF4, to study a series of five neutral 
chlorofluoromethane species and their corresponding cations (CFnCl4.n and CFnCl4_n+, n 
二 0 - 4). In this work, we will report the AHf values at 298 K (Aff^g^) of neutral and 
cationic chlorofluoromethanes, as well as the IEs and PAs of the neutral species. 
6.2 Theoretical Methods 
All calculations were carried out on SGI10000 workstation and SGI Origin 2000 
High Performance Server, using the Gaussian 98 package of the programs” The G3 
theoretical method (details described in Section 1.3) was employed. In this work, the 
G3 energies were corrected with zero-point vibrational energy at the MP2(Full)/6-
31G(d) level, using a scaling factor of 0.9646." 
6.3 Results and Discussion 
The G3 A//^ f298 values of neutral and cationic chlorofluoromethanes, the IEs as 
well as PAs of the neutrals are given in Table 1. Where available, experimental values 
are included for ready comparison. The geometries of neutral, cationic, and protonated 
chlorofluoromethanes, optimized at MP2(Full)/6-31 G(d), are displayed in Figure 1. 
6.3.1 Heats of Formation ofChlorofluoromethanes and Their Cations 
Examining Tables 1, for each neutral chlorofluoromethane species, there are two 
independent experimental M/^o98 values quoted from the literatures.^ '^^ ^ Out of these 
five species, our G3 A/T^ g^g values for C F 4 , C F 3 C l , and C C l 4 are in good agreement with 
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Figure 1. The Structural Geometries of the Neutral, Cationic, and Protonated 
Chlorofluoromethanes Optimized at the MP2(Full)/6-31G(d) level, along with 
Their Symmetry Point Groups, and Electronic States. All Bond Lengths are in 
Angstroms, and Angles are in Degrees. 
agreement with the experimental values listed in Chase's compmndiun,^^ rather than 
those in Lias, t a b u l a t i o n ] 6 por the cations, the G3 and experimental data are in fair 
agreement. The only exception is CF4+, for which no experimental data are available. 
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The deviations between experimental and calculated results range from 5 kJ mol'' for 
C F 3 C l + to 25 kJ mol-i for C F C l 3 + . Hence the G3 AH^ms value for CF4+ should be a 
reliable estimate. 
6.3.2 Ionization Energies of Chlorofluoromethanes 
As seen in Figure 1, chlorofluoromethanes have high symmetries of Td (CF4 and 
C C l 4 ) , C3v ( C F 3 C l ) , and C2v ( C F 2 C l 2 ) . Upon ionization, their corresponding radical 
cations are distorted to lower molecular symmetry of C2v ( C C l 4 + ) and Q (CF4+, C F 3 C l + , 
and CF2Cl2+), due to Jahn-Teller effect.io'" For C F C l 3 , surprisingly, its cation does not 
distort and retain original C3v symmetry. The structure of most chlorofluoromethane 
cations (CF4+, C F 3 C l + , and CF2Cl2+) is better described as a complex between a 
carbocation and a netural halogen atom. However, we have also located covalently 
bonded structures for CF4+ and CF3Cl+ (both with Civ symmetry); they are of much 
higher energies than the corresponding complexes. In addition, our calculated structure 
is consistent with the experimental electron impact study. For CF2Cl2+, no parent 
molecular ion signal is observed/^ and it is suggested that the cation is likely to be 
predissociative. 
At the HF/6-31G(d) level, the expectation values of the spin-squared operator 
{<S^>) for all cations are between 0.75 to 0.77, which indicate low spin-contamination. 
Hence, our G3 results are likely to be reliable. Examining Table 1, the G3 IE of CF4 is 
14.48 eV, which is well below the experimental upper bound limit (< 14.70 eV)]6 The 
respective G3 IEs 0 f C F 3 C l , CF2Cl2, and C F C l 3 are 12.44, 11.78, and 11.80 eV. These 
values are in excellent agreement with the experimental IEs (12.39 eV for C F 3 C l , 11.75 
土 0.04 eV for CF2Cl2, and 11.77 士 0.02 eV for C F C l 3 ) listed in Lias’ compendium.^^ In 
addition, it should be noted that there is another series of experimental IEs (12.60 土 0.4 
eV for C F 3 C l , 12.00 士 0.2 eV for CF2Cl2, and 11.68 土 0.13 eV for CFCl3)^^ available in 
the literature. Even though our G3 results are still within their error ranges, our results 
suggest that the former set of data is more reliable. Finally, our G3 IE value of 11.43 eV 
for C C l 4 is also in excellent accord with the experimental IE of 11.47 士 0.01 eV/^ which 
is the only available experimental data. 
乂 
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6.3.3 Proton Affinities of Chlorofluoromethanes 
For CF3Cl, CF2Cl2, and CFCl3, there are two possible positions for protonation to 
occur: at the fluorine or the chlorine atom. As found in Figure 1, for all these protonated 
species, their structures are better described as a weak complex between H X and the 
remaining dehalogenated portion. The C-X distance ranges from 2.093 A in HCF4+ to 
3.345 A in HCCl4+. The remaining dehalogenated moiety is roughly in planar 
arrangement and hence is likely to carry the positive charge. 
For CF4, the G3 PA of 523.0 kJ mol"^ is in very good agreement with the 
experimental value of 529.3 kJ mol'V^^ The G3 PAs of F-protonated and Cl-protonated 
C F 3 C l are 596.9 and 558.3 kJ mol.!, respectively. The experimental PA value of 571.3 
kJ mori,2G lying between our two calculated results, is of doubtful quality. This 
experimental value was determined in a pulse electron beam high-pressure mass 
spectrometric study, using C2H4 as a reference, by McMahon and Kebarle.^ ^ Firstly, it 
is noted that the PA value (680.3 土 4 kJ mol'^) used for C2H4 in their study, is in 
excellent agreement with the G3 value of 682.3 kJ mol'V Secondly, a closer 
examination of the experimental data reveals that the PA value for C F 3 C l is estimated 
from its equilibrium reaction with CH5+. The PA of C H 4 determined from their study is 
563.6 kJ mor\ which shows a 20 kJ mol] deviation from the G3 value of 543.4 
kJ mol_i. This should explain the discrepancy between the experimental and G3 PAs for 
C F 3 C l . Also, the experimental PA is more likely to be corresponding to Cl-protonated 
C F 3 C l , even though we cannot rule out the possibility ofF-protonated species. 
It is hoped that the good agreements between G3 and available experimental 
A//^ f298, IE, and PA values may lend confidence to the remaining three 
chlorofluoromethane species for which no experimental PA is available. 
6.4 Conclusions 
The Ai^ f298 values of neutral chlorofluoromethanes and their corresponding 
cations, as well as the IEs and PAs of chlorofluoromethanes have been calculated with 
the G3 method. The G3 results are in excellent to fair agreements with the available 
experimental data in the literature. Also, the systematic errors observed in the G2- and 
CBS-based procedures seem to have been removed. Given the success of the G3 results, 
we are extending our studies to chlorofluorosilanes. 
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6.5 Publication Note 
Combining the results reported in this Chapter with the G3 results for 
C H x F y C l 4 . x . y , X = 1 - 4 and y = 0 - 3 calculated by Dr. N.L. M a at National University of 
Singapore, a comprehensive study for the hydrochlorofluoromethanes is obtained. The 
resulting article has now been accepted by Chemical Physics Letters. 
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Chapter 7 
A Gaussian-2 and Gaussian-3 Study of the Energetics and 
Structures of Cl2On and Cl2On+, n = 1, 4，6，and 7 
Abstract 
The structures and energetics of the dichlorine oxides, Cl2On, n = 1, 4, 6, and 7, 
and their cations have been investigated theoretically at the Gaussian-2 (G2) and the 
Gaussian-3 (G3) levels of theory. The G2 and G3 heats of formation obtained for both 
neutral and cationic species allow the interpretation of assigned appearance energies and 
ionization energies reported in a recent photoionization mass spectrometric study [Ruhl 
et al., Int. J. Mass Spectrom. 1999, 185, 545.] on these chlorine oxides. The calculations 
predict that Cl2〇6+ dissociates spontaneously to C l O 2 + and C l O 4 , in agreement with the 
non-observation of Cl2O6+ in the experimental study by Ruhl et al. In addition, the 
optimized oxygen-bridged structures for C l 2 O 4 , Cl2O6, and C l 2 O 7 , as well as their 
corresponding cations, are reported. 
7.1 Introduction 
Spectroscopic and photochemical techniques have been used to study various 
small chlorine oxides such as ClO/.】 ClOi,'"^  Cl2O,^ and Cl2O2.1 However, the higher 
chlorine oxides, Cl2On, where n > 3, appear not to have been investigated extensively. 
In 1991, the composition, ultraviolet spectrum, and kinetics of the thermolysis of 
gaseous 0^0e have been reported.^  Recently, Ruhl et al, reported a photoionization 
mass spectrometric study of four dichlorine oxides, Cl2On, n 二 1, 4, 6, and 7 using 
monochromatic synchrotron radiation.^  From the measured photoionization efficiency 
(PIE) spectra, Riihl et al. have assigned the adiabatic ionization energies (IEs) of these 
neutral dichlorine oxides and appearance energies (AEs) of fragment ions from these 
oxides. The IE and A E measurements have allowed them to deduce values for the heats 
of formation at 298 K (A//^ f29g) for selected dichlorine oxide species and their cations. 
Interestingly, Ruhl and co-workers^ failed to detect the Cl2O6+ cation in their study. 
On the theoretical front, there are few studies on the thermochemical properties, 
such as A//Of298, IEs, and electron affinities, as well as the structures of the gaseous 
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Cl2On and Cl2On+, for n = 4, 6, and 7. W e note that the calculations for the structure of 
(ClO2)2, at the MP2/6-31 l+G(d)/MP2/6-31 lG(d) level, have been made by Flesch 
et al? In addition, the MP2(Full)/6-31G(d) optimized structures ofCl2O6 ^  and Cl2O7 ^  
have been reported by Parthiban and co-workers. Very recently, the structure and 
bonding of Cl2On, n = 1 — 8, have been investigated by Silvi and co-workers.^ 
Specifically, the structures of these compounds were optimized at the level ofB3LYP/6-
311+G(3df). 
The present theoretical study is motivated by the PIE study^ of Ruhl et al. The 
primary goal of this PIE experiment is to obtain thermochemical data for cationic and 
neutral fragments produced in photoionization processes involving dichlorine oxides. It 
is well known that the accuracy for A E and IE values of polyatomic species measured in 
such experiments may be limited by the kinetic shift effect. The structures of a neutral 
polyatomic species and its cation are sometimes very different. Since the Franck-
Condon factors for photoionization transitions in such a case are small at the ionization 
threshold, the observed ionization onset may represent an upper limit for the true IE 
value. In a more extreme case, such as in the photoionization of SFe, only the SF5+ 
fragment is observed/^ indicating that SF6+ is not stable at the ionization onset. In order 
to examine the reliability of the A E and IE values observed in a PIE study ofpolyatomic 
species such as the dichlorine oxides, it is highly profitable to perform a reliable 
theoretical investigation on the energetics and structures of the neutrals and cations 
involved. The previous comparisons between results of PIE experiments and energetic 
predictions based on Gaussian-2 (G2) and Gaussian-3 (G3) ah initio calculations have 
provided much chemical insights concerning the photoionizations and dissociative 
12 13 
photoionizations of many polyatomic molecules.， Here, we present G2 and G3 
calculations for species Cl2On and Cl2On+, n = 1，4, 6, and 7. A similar G2 study on 
Cl2O and Cl2O+ 14 has been published previously. The present calculations yield A//°f298 
values of Cl2On and Cl2On^, as well as IEs of Cl2On, n = 1, 4, 6，and 7, which may be 
compared with the experimental results^  of Ruhl et al. Such a comparison makes the 
rationalization of the PIE data^  possible. 
7.2 Theoretical Methods 
Our calculations have been carried out on a variety of computers: SGI10000 
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workstation, DEC500au workstations, and SGI Origin 2000 High Performance Server, 
using the Gaussian 94 package of programs」〗 In this work, we have carried out G3 
calculations for all species under study. On the other hand, we have only done full G2 
calculations for Cl2On and Cl2On+ for n = 1 and 4. For the larger species, i.e., for Cl2On 
and Cl2On+ with n = 6 and 7, we have carried out the less expensive G2(MP2) and 
G2(MP2,SVP) calculations. The details of these models have been described in 
Sections 1.1 to 1.3. For the G2-based energies calculations, the HF/6-31G(d) harmonic 
vibrational frequencies, scaled by 0.8929, are applied for the zero-point vibrational 
energy (ZPVE) and thermal corrections. However, the MP2(Full)/6-31G(d) harmonic 
frequencies, scaled by 0.9646/6 are used for ZPVE and thermal corrections of Cl2O7+, as 
we were unable to obtain the optimized structure for this cation at the HF/6-31G(d) 
level. For the G3 calculations, MP2(Full)/6-31G(d) frequencies, scaled by 0.9646，are 
used for ZPVE and thermal corrections. 
Additionally, it is noted that the calculated heats of formation in this work are 
1 n 
obtained in the following manner. For molecule AB，its G2/G3 Ai7^ o98 is calculated 
from the G2/G3 heat of reaction Ai7^ 298 (A+B ~> AB) and the respective experimental 
A/Tf298(A) and A//^ f29g(B) for elements A and B. 
Before we proceed to present and discuss the results, we note that the G2 and G3 
predictions for A//°f and IE values are usually within 士 0.10 eV (or about 土 10 kJ mol"^) 
of the experimental data. So far Li and co-workers have applied the G2 method to 
determine the AH。f,s of C2H5S^ '^^ ^ and C2H5S+ ^^  isomers, 0 ¾ ¾ + , CH3S2, and C H 3 S 2 ' 
isomers,i9'20 C H 3 O + , C H 3 O , and C H 3 O " isomers^_24 s p ^ SF,, and SF^ n = 
l,2,...,6,25'26 C H 3 S F and CH3SSCH2,^^ and Cl2O2 and Cl2O2+ isomers as well as their 
fragments.i4 W e have also applied the same method to determine the energies of the 
dissociation reactions involving C H 3 S , CH2SH and their cations and anions,^ ^ 
HSCH2CH2SH,29 C 2 H 3 C l , and C2H3Cl+,30 as well as Cl2O2 and Cl2O2+ isomers/^ In all 
instances, the calculated results are in good to excellent agreement with the 
experimental data. Indeed, there are also cases where we used the G2 results to suggest 
preferred values where the experimental data are either not very accurate or in conflict 
with each other? There are also examples where the G2 results were used to revise 
experimental data.^ ^ As the G3 method has been developed very recently, we have only 
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applied it to hydrochlorofluoromethanes and their cations. The results obtained are very 
1 ^ 
satisfactory. 
7.3 Results and Discussion 
Table 1: G2^ and G3° Total Energies (J^ o)’ Enthalpies 恥98)，and Standard Heats of 
Formation at 298 K (A^ Of298) for Cl2On and ClzO/，n = 1，4，6，and 7, as well as the 
Ionization Energies (IEs) of Cl2On 
Species ^ ^ A//^ f298^  ^ ^  
(hartree) (hartree) (kJ mol]) (eV) 
Cl2O -994.49098' -994.48659' 76.0' 10.89' 
-995.16687 -995.16240 80.7 10.89 
(78.2±6) (10.88±0.02) 
(82.8±2)"(80/ 
Cl2O+ -994.09078' -994.08617' 1127.3' 
-994.76660 -994.76212 1131.7 
(1128±7)(1136/ 
C l 2 O 4 - 1 2 1 9 . 6 7 1 4 3 ' - 1 2 1 9 . 6 6 4 8 3 ' 1 9 5 . 5 ' 1 1 . 0 4 ' 
-1220.49989 -1220.49291 186.1 11.11 
(178±27) (11.23 ±0.05) 
Cl2O4+ -1219.26580' -1219.25768' 1264.5" 
-1220.09174 -1220.08413 1259.3 
(1262±30) 
Cl2O6 -1369.75983^ -1369.75096^ 232.9^ 
-1369.76184^ -1369.75297^ 254.4^ 
-1370.71413 -1370.70480 278.5 
( 2 5 0 士 3 5 ) 
Cl2O6+" -1369.3275/ -1369.31648^ 1367.9^ 
-1369.33289^ -1369.32185^ 1380.6^ 
- 1 3 7 0 . 2 8 2 0 0 - 1 3 7 0 . 2 7 1 9 5 1 4 1 4 . 9 
(1470±38) 
C l 2 O 7 -1444.81343^ -1444.80426^ 279./ 12.34^  
-1444.81567^ -1444.8065F 303.8^ 12.33^  
-1445.82181 -1445.81203 321.3 12.37 
( 2 7 2 ± 1 7 ) ( 1 2 . 1 5士 0 . 0 5 ) 
Cl2O7+ -1444.35981, -1444.34910^ 1470./ 
.1444.36243^ -1444.3517F 1493.8^ 
-1445.36709 -1445.35637 1517.7  
(1444±23)  
“The G 2 and G2-based results are given in normal font, while the G 3 results are shown in bold font. Unless 
specified, all experimental results, given in parentheses, are taken from ref 6. ^ Calculated at the G 2 level. ^ Taken 
from ref. 33. ‘ Taken from ref 34. " Calculated at the G 2 ( M P 2 ) level. ^ Calculated at the G 2 ( M P 2 , S V P ) level. 
''Dissociates readily to ClO2+ and ClO4 (see text). 
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Figure 1. Geometrical Parameters of Cl2On and Cl2On ,^ n = 1, 4，6，and 7， 
optimized at the MP2(Full)/6-31G(d) Level. All Bond Lengths are in Angstroms 
and Angles are in Degrees. Experimental Values, where available, are given in 
Brackets. Also shown is the Structure for Cl2O6 reported by Parthiban et aL (ref 
8). 
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The structures ofCl2On and Cl2On^, n = 1, 4，6, and 7, optimized at MP2(Full)/6-
31G(d), are displayed in Figure 1. Also, shown in this figure is the Cl2O6 structure 
reported by Parthiban et al^ Experimental parameters，where available, are given as 
well. The G2 and G3 total energies at 0 K (Eo), enthalpies at 298 K (H298), and AH^ags 
values for both series of Cl2On and Cl2On+, as well as the IEs of Cl2On, are summarized 
in Table 1. Experimental values for these quantities are also included in the table for 
ready comparison. 
73.1 Cl2OandCl2O+ 
From Figure 1, it is seen that the optimized bond length in Cl2O (1.729 A), is in 
good agreement with the experimental value^ ^ of 1.701 土 0.020 A. From our previous 
study on Cl2O and C^O^^^ the G2 and G3 AH^ms values for Cl2O are 76.0 and 80.7 kJ 
mo\'\ respectively, in very good agreement with the three experimental results of78.2 士 
6,6 82.8±2,33and80 34kJmor、 
Turning to Cl2O+, its G2 and G3 AH。n9s values of 1127.3 and 1131.7 kJ mol"^ 
respectively, are also in very good accord with the recent experimental result of 1128 土 
7 kJ mol'K^ W e note that, in our previous study,!* ^ ^^ experimental AH。n% of Cl2O+ 
was reported as 1136 kJ mo\'\^^ which is almost 10 kJ mol'^  higher than the latest 
experimental value.^  Besides the excellent agreement between the G2/G3 and 
experimental AH^ms values for both Cl2O and Cl2O+, the G2/G3 IEs (10.89 eV) ofClO2 
obtained are expectedly consistent with the experimental value (10.88 土 0.02 eV).^ 
7J.2 Cl2O4 and ChO/ 
As illustrated in Figure 1, the eclipsed structure of neutral dichlorine tetraoxide, 
C l 2 O 4 , has Cs symmetry and a ^ A' ground state. For its cation, Cl2O4+, we obtained a 
staggered structure with a significantly elongated Cl^-0^ bond (2.183 A), as compared 
with the corresponding bond (1.795 A) in C l2O4. The structure of cation Cl2O4+ may be 
regarded as a tight complex of the form ClO . . .ClO3^. No experimental data on the 
structures of C l2O4 and Cl2O4+ are available for comparison, nor have other relevant 
theoretical results been found in the literature (except the aforementioned work carried 
out by Silvi and co-workers^ )^. Another structure of C l2O4, in a dimer form of ClO2 
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(O2Cl...OClO), has been reported by Flesch and co-workers7 But this species is not 
related to our work. 
The G2 and G3 AH。^ values for Cl2O4 are 195.5 and 186.1 kJ mol"^ 
respectively, which are within the error range of the experimental result, 178 士 27 kJ 
mori.6 For this species, we fmd that the G3 result is in better agreement (by about 10 kJ 
mol-i) with the experimental data. W e note that there is another experimental AH。nM 
for C l 2 O 4 (155.6 kJ mol''), by Colussi and Grela.^ ^ Meanwhile, the G2 and G3 A//^o98 
values for the dichlorine tetraoxide cation, Cl2O4+, are 1264.5 and 1259.3 kJ mol"^ 
respectively. They are very close to the experimental value of 1262 土 30 kJ mol"^ 
reported by Ruhl et al^ In addition, the G2 and G3 IE values (11.04 and 11.11 eV, 
respectively) for Cl2O4 are in fair agreement with the experimental IE value (11.23 士 
0.05 eV).6 Since the geometries predicted for Cl2O4 and Cl2O/ are very different, the 
experimental IE for Cl2O4 should be an upper bound. The close agreement between the 
experimental and theoretical Airf298(Cl2O4+) values is likely to be fortuitous, resulting 
from a low experimental I^^n9%{^hOA) and a high experimental IE ( C l 2 O 4 ) . 
7.3.S ChChcmdChOe" 
At the MP2(Full)/6-31G(d) level, neutral dichlorine hexoxide, Cl2O6, is found to 
have an oxygen-bridged structure with Ci symmetry. As one of the bridging Cl-0 
bonds is 2.065 A, qualitatively speaking, this structure has the ionic mixed-valent dimer 
form of [C lO2]^[ClO4]" , as suggested by Tobias et aL in an x-ray crystallographic 
study,36 and in an infrared spectroscopic analysis.�？ Quantitatively, in our calculations, 
the atomic charges for C l O 4 and C l O 2 fragments are found to be —0.49 and +0.49, 
respectively. As mentioned previously, the structures of Cl2O6 have also been studied 
by Parthiban and co-workers.^  They have reported five structures for Cl2O6, with 
symmetries Q , C2, C,, /¾,, and D3^, at the HF/6-31G(d) level. Among these structures, 
the one with D2h symmetry is a fifth-order saddle point. Also, at the MP2/6-31G(d) 
level, both the Ci and C2 structures dissociate into smaller fragments, and the D^d 
structure is ruled out due to its high energy. For the remaining Q structure, four possible 
conformers are found, however they are either first-order or second-order saddle points. 
Upon relaxing symmetry from Q to Q , an equilibrium structure is obtained. This 
structure differs from ours by a rotation around one of the bridging Cl-0 bonds. At the 
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MP2(Full)/6-31G(d), our structure is more stable by 2.9 kJ mol'^ As seen from Figure 
1, the structure for Cl2O6 by Parthiban et al is in better agreement with the x-ray crystal 
data38 than ours. On the other hand, since our structure is relatively more stable, we 
have carried out the G2 and G3 energy calculations for Cl2O6 based on our structure. 
As reported by Ruhl and co-workers,^ when Cl2O6 is ionized, it exclusively 
fragments into lighter ionic species, instead of yielding the corresponding cation, 
Cl2O6+. In other words, the Cl2O6+ cation appears to be unstable. In spite of this, we 
have located the gaseous structure for Cl2O6+ at the MP2(Full)/6-31G(d) level. As seen 
from Figure 1, this structure has C, symmetry and a ^ A' ground state. From the structure 
shown, Cl2O6+ may be viewed as a weak complex of the form O 2 C r . . . O C l O 3 , or 
O2Cr...ClO4, with a long C1...0 “bond,, of 2.638 A. From the natural population 
analysis for the Cl2O6+ cation, it is clear that the positive charge is mainly on the ClO2 
moiety. 
W e have performed the G2(MP2), G2(MP2,SVP), and G3 calculations for both 
Cl2O6 and Cl2〇6+. The 紐。籠 values for Cl2〇6 are calculated to be 232.9, 254.4, and 
278.5 kJ mol-i ^^  ^ e G2(MP2), G2(MP2,SVP), and G3 levels, respectively. The 
G2(MP2,SVP) result is in excellent agreement with the experimental value of 250 土 35 
kJ mo\'\^ while the other two values are within the error range. On the other hand, an 
earlier experimental AFfn9s for Cl2O6 is 218 kJ mo\'\ by Colussi and Grda5 which is 
in fair agreement with the G2(MP2) result. 
As stated as above, due to the unstable nature of the Cl2〇6+，it is experimentally 
undetectable. As one ofthe Cl-0 bonds in Cl2O6+ is exceedingly long (2.638 A), it is 
expected that this cation will dissociate readily into fragments ClO/ and C l O 4 . Our 
calculations indicate that C l O 4 exists in three forms with different symmetries: in 
decreasing order ofstability, Q > C3v > U The G2(MP2) heat of reaction at 0 K (AHro) 
for Cl2O6+ — C lO2+ + ClO4(Cs) is -13.2 kJ mol: This value implies that Cl2O6+ will 
spontaneously dissociate into ClO2+, and C l O 4 ( Q . However, the dissociation of Cl2O6+ 
into C l O 2 + and either ClO4(rj) or C l O 4 ( C 3 v ) is less likely to occur, as the tsH.^iQX^O^ ~> 
ClO2+ + C l O 4 ( C 3 v ) ) and M/K)(Cl2O6+ — C l O 2 + + 0104(¾) are calculated to be 7.8 and 
10.7 kJ mo\'\ respectively, at the G2(MP2) level. In our optimized structure for Cl2O6+ 
shown in Figure 1, it is difficult to determine the local symmetry for the C l O 4 moiety. 
In any event, with these three AHro values obtained, it is seen that Cl2O6+ can readily 
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dissociate to ClO2+ and ClO4. Such a conclusion is consistent with the non-observation 
ofthe Cl2O6+ cation reported by Ruhl and co-workers.^ 
7.3.4 Cl2O7cmdCl2O/ 
As depicted in Figure 1, the structure of Cl2O7 has C2 symmetry. The optimized 
geometrical parameters are in very good agreement with the electron diffraction 
results.39 The dichlorine heptoxide cation, Cl2O7+, has C2v symmetry with a Cl-0^ 
distance of2.011 A compared to 1.795 A in the neutral structure. The Cl2O7+ structure 
with C2v symmetry is a minimum at the MP2(Full)/6-31G(d) level, whereas it is a first-
order saddle point at the HF/6-31G(d) level. These results are similar to these obtained 
by Parthiban et aL^ 
For Cl2O7 and Cl2O7+, we again have performed calculations at the G2(MP2), 
G2(MP2,SVP), and G3 levels. As shown in Table 1, the calculated AH。fm value at the 
G2(MP2) level (279.2 kJ mol]) for Cl2O7 is in excellent agreement with the 
experimental value (272 士 17 kJ mol"^ ),^  while the results obtained at the other two 
levels are much less satisfactory. For the cation Cl2O7+, the AH^ms values obtained at 
G2(MP2), G2(MP2,SVP), and G3 are 1470.2, 1493.8, and 1517.7 kJ mo\'\ respectively. 
The G2(MP2) result is in fair agreement with the experimental data of 1444 士 23 kJ 
mol-\6 while the other two results are significantly larger than the experimental value by 
about 50 - 75 kJ mol'^ 
Surprisingly, we obtained very similar IEs (12.33 to 12.37 eV) for Cl2O7 at the 
three levels oftheory. All ofthese values are about 0.2 eV larger than the experimental 
IE ofl2.15±0.05 eV.6 
7.4 Conclusions 
W e have carried out a study, using three G2-based models, as well as the G3 
theory, on the structures and energetics of Cl2On and Cl2〇n+, n = 1, 4，6, and 7. The 
G2/G3 energies are used to calculate the AH。^ values of the species and the IE values 
of the neutrals, in order to compare with the results of a very recent photoionization 
mass spectrometric study^ by Ruhl et al. The following conclusions can be drawn from 
this study. 
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(1)The G2 and G3 results for Cl2O and Cl2O+ are in excellent agreement with the 
experimental data reported by RUhl and co-workers. 
(2) Our G2 and G3 AH^ms and IE values for Cl2O4 are in good agreement with the 
experimental result after taking into account the experimental uncertainties. The 
theoretical calculations suggest that the excellent agreement found between the G2 
and experimental AH。^ values for Cl2O4+ is most likely to be fortuitous, resulting 
from a low experimental AH^n98 value and a high experimental IE value for C l 2 O 4 . 
(3)At both G2(MP2) and G2(MP2,SVP) levels, the results for Cl2O6 yield fair 
agreement with the experimental value. But the G3 model yields less satisfactory 
values. Our results on the Cl2O6+ cation indicate that it will readily dissociate into 
C l O 2 + and C l O 4 , in accord with a recent experimental observation. 
(4) At the G2(MP2) level, the G2 results for both Cl2O7 and CbO7+ are in fair to good 
agreement with the reported experimental values. But the G3 model once again does 
not lead to good results. 
(5) Our calculations on Cl2On and Cl2C)n+, n 二 6 and 7, are by far the largest systems 
tested for the newly proposed G3 model. Based on our admittedly limited results, it 
appears that the G3 method also suffers from ‘‘an unfavorable accumulation of 
component small errors," as has been found for the G2 theory and its variants.^ ^ 
(6) Together with our previous study on ChO and C l 2 O + , the structures of Cl2On and 
ChOn+’ n 二 1’ 4，6, and 7, are reported. Based on these structures, we have obtained 
AH^ f29S and IE values that are in fair to excellent agreement with experimental data. 
7.5 Publication Note 
W e are currently carrying out calculations on Cl2On and Cl2On+ for n = 2, 3, and 
5. Upon finishing these calculations, we will combine the results with those reported in 
this Chapter into a comprehensive article for Cl2On and Cl2On+ for n = 1 - 7. 
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As we have drawn conclusions in each of the Chapters, we will not comment on 
the chemical systems studied in this work. On the other hand, in this thesis, ab initio 
molecular orbital models Gaussian-2 (G2) and Gaussian-3 (G3) have been employed to 
study the structures, reactions, and energetics of a number of novel molecular systems. 
W e will now briefly remark on the relative merits of these two methods. 
For a variety of small molecular systems, both G2-based and G3 theories are able 
to produce accurate and reliable results. Our calculated results reported here are in good 
agreement with the available experimental data. In view of the previous successes for 
these two theories, as well as those described in this thesis, the discrepancies between 
experimental and calculated results for some quantities reported herein may not be due 
to the failure of the theoretical model. Rather, these discrepancies suggest that the 
experimental results may be erroneous and deserve a re-examination. 
However, for larger molecular systems with six or more heavy atoms, based on our 
admittedly limited results, it appears that both G2-based and G3 methods suffer from “an 
unfavorable accumulation of component small errors" [Nicolaides, A.; Radom, L. MoL 
Phys. 1996, 88, 759]. The accumulated error can lead to unacceptably large overall 
inaccuracies in the heat of formation calculation using the atomization scheme. But such an 
eiTor can be significantly reduced if vve use isodesmic scheme, in place of the atomization 
scheme. This has been amply demonstrated by Nicolaides and Radom for the G2-based 
methods in the aforementioned reference. While no such demonstration has appeared for the 




The Gaussian-n (n = 1 一 3) Theoretical Models 
The mathematical details of the Gaussian-1 (G1), Gaussian-2 (G2), Gaussian-3 
(G3) methodologies as well as two variants of the G2 method, G2(MP2) and 
G2(MP2,SVP), are presented below. 
A.1 The G1 and G2 theories 
Both the G1 and G2 models effectively approximate ab initio energy at the 
QCISD(T)/6-31 l+G(3df,2p) level. Both methods involve geometry optimizations at the 
HF/6-31G(d) and MP2(Full)/6-31G(d) levels, vibrational frequencies calculation at 
HF/6-31G(d) for the zero-point vibrational energy (ZPVE) and thermal corrections, and 
a semi-empirical higher level correlation (HLC). Based on the optimized MP2(Full)/6-
31G(d) geometry, several single-point energy calculations are performed, and the G1 
and G2 energies are given as follows. 
The G1 energy: 
E(G1) = Ebase + AE(QCI) + AE(+) + AE(2df) + 0.893 x ZPYEnF + HLCci, (1) 
where Ebase = E[MP4SDTQ/6-31 lG(d,p)], 
AE(QC1) - E[QCISD(T)/6-311G(d,p) - MP4SDTQ/6-311G(d,p)], 
AE(+) 二 E[MP4SDTQ/6-311+G(d,p) — MP4SDTQ/6-311G(d,p)], 
AE(2df) = E[MP4SDTQ/6-3 llG(2df,p) — MP4SDTQ/6-3 llG(d,p)], 
ZPVEHF 二 ZPVE at HF/6-31 G(d), 
HLCci=-5.95 X 10-3,-0.19 x 10〜a, and n^ > n^, 
ria and n^ are the numbers of a and p valence electrons, respectively. 
The G2 energy: 
E(G2) = E(Gl) + Ai + A2+1.14x 1 0 % , (2) 
where A! = A(+2df) — A(+) — A(2df), 
A(+2df) = E[MP2/6-31 l+G(2df,p) — MP2/6-3 llG(d,p)], 
A(+) = E[MP2/6-31 l+G(d,p) — MP2/6-31 lG(d,p)], 
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A(2df) = E[MP2/6-3 llG(2df,p) - MP2/6-31 lG(d,p)], 
A2 = E[MP2/6-311+G(3df,2p) - MP2/6-311+G(2df,p)]. 
Expressing E(G1) in eq. (2) explicitly: 
E(G2) = Ebase + AE(QCI) + AE(+) + AE(2df) + A! + A2 + 0.893 x ZPVEHF + HLCoi 
= E b a s e + AE(QCI) + AE(+) + AE(2df) + A + 0.893 x ZPVEHF + HLCc2, (3) 
where A = Aj + A2 = E[MP2/6-31 l+G(3df,2p)- MP2/6-3 llG(2df,p)— 
MP2/6-31 l+G(d,p) + MP2/6-3 llG(d,p)], 
HLCG2 = HLCGi + 1.14x 1 0 % = ^ .81 x 10%-0.19x 10'^ a-
It should be noted that the single-point energy calculation of MP4SDTQ/6-
311+G(2df,p) is canceled out in the G2 method. Also, the G2 method requires one more 
single-point energy calculation [MP2/6-31 l+G(3df,2p)] than the G1 method. 
A.2 The G2(MP2) theory 
In the G2(MP2) procedure, the basis-set-extension corrections, AE(+) and 
AE(2df), are obtained at MP2 level, instead of at the MP4 level in the G2 method: 
AE(+)MP2 = E[MP2/6-31 l+G(d,p) - MP2/6-3 llG(d,p)], 
AE(2df)MP2 = E[MP2/6-3 llG(2df,p) - MP2/6-3 llG(d,p)]. 
Hence, the G2(MP2) energy is: 
E(G2(MP2)) = Ebase + AE(QCI) + AE(+)MP2 + AE(2df)MP2 + A + 0.893 x ZPVEHF + 
HLCG2(MP2) 
=E[QCISD(T)/6-31 lG(d,p)] + AMP2 + 0.893xZPVEHF + HLCo2(MP2), (4) 
where AMP2 = E[MP2/6-31 l+G(3df,2p) — MP2/6-31 lG(d,p)], 
H L C c 2 M P 2 = H L C o 2 = ^ . 8 1 x l 0 " ^ / 7 p - 0 . 1 9 x l 0 " V 
It is noted that only two single-point energy calculations are required in the G2(MP2) 
method. 
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A.3 The G2(MP2,SVP) theory 
In the G2(MP2,SVP) method, the basis-set-extension corrections, AE(+) and 
AE(2df), are obtained at M P 2 level as in the G2(MP2) theory, also, the quadratic 
configuration correction, AE(QCI), is used with 6-31G(d) basis instead of 6-311G(d,p): 
AE(QCI)MP2SVP = E[QCISD(T)/6-31G(d) - MP4SDTQ/6-31G(d)], 
Thus, the base energy, Ebase, is obtained at the MP4STDQ/6-31G(d) level and the 
G2(MP2,SVP) energy is: 
E(G2(MP2,SVP)) = Ebase + AE(QCI)MP2svp + AE(+)MP2 + AE(2df)MP2 + A + 0.893 x 
ZPVEHF + HLCG2(MP2,SVP) 
=E[QCISD(T)/6-31G(d)] + AMP2svp + 0.893 x ZPVEHF + 
HLCG2(MP2,SVP), ( 5 ) 
where AMP2svp = E[MP2/6-31 l+G(3df,2p) — MP2/6-31G(d)], 
HLCG2(MP2,SVP) = -5.13 X 10%-0.19 x 10"¾. 
A.4 The G3 theory 
The G3 method, as the G2 and G1 theories, requires geometry optimizations at 
the HF/6-31G(d) and MP2(Full)/6-31G(d) levels and vibrational frequencies 
calculations at HF/6-31G(d) for ZPVE and thermal corrections. Based on the optimized 
MP2 geometry, several single-point energy calculations are carried out. However, there 
are significant differences between the G2 and G3 theory. First, the double zeta basis is 
used, instead of triple zeta basis in the conventional G2 method, to obtain the QCISD(T) 
and subsequent MP4SDTQ single-point calculations. Second, the single-point energy 
calculation of MP2/6-31 l+G(3df,2p) in the G2 method has been replaced by the 
MP2(Full)/G31arge. This replacement is accompanied with the inclusion of all electrons 
at the MP2 level of calculation and more polarization functions on second-row (3d2f) 
but less on first-row elements (2df) in the G31arge basis set. Finally, the G3 total energy 
is targeted at the QCISD(Full,T)/G31arge level and given as: 
E(G3) = Ebase + AE(QCI) + AE(+) + AE(2df) + AE(G31arge) + AE(SO) + 
0.893 X ZPVEHF + HLCo3, (6) 
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where Ebase = E[MP4SDTQ/6-31G(d)], 
AE(QCI) = E[QCISD(T)/6-31G(d) - MP4STDQ/6-31G(d)], 
AE(+) = E[MP4SDTQ/6-3 l+G(d) — MP4SDTQ/6-31G(d)], 
AE(2df) = E[MP4STDQ/6-31G(2df,p) — MP4SDTQ/6-31G(d)], 
AE(G31arge) = E[MP2(Full)/G31arge - MP2/6-31G(2df,p) — MP2/6-31+G(d) + 
MP2/6-31G(d)], 
HLCo3 =-6.386 x 10%-2.977 x 10%a-np) and -6.219x 10%-1.185 
X 10"^ (^ ot - "p) for molecular and atomic species, respectively, 
AE(SO) is spin-orbit correction for atomic species only, and is taken from 
experiments or accurate theoretical calculations in the cases where no 
experimental data are available. 
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Appendix B 
Calculation of Enthaipy at 298 K, H2n 
The theoretical energies obtained with the Gaussian-n methods refer to isolated 
molecules at 0 K with stationary nuclei, while thermochemical measurements are carried 
out with vibrating molecules at finite temperature, usually 298 K. Hence, comparison of 
theoretical results with experimental data normally requires zero-point vibrational 
energy and thermal corrections. From statistical mechanics, and assuming ideal gas 
behavior, the difference between the enthalpy at finite temperature {Hj) and the energy 
at 0 K (Eo) is given by 
Hj — Eo =五丁她3 + ^ yot + ^ ^vib + RT, (1) 
w h e r e E T _ = ^ R T , 
五丁似=^  R T (for a non-linear molecule) 
or RT (for a linear molecule) or 0 (for an atom), 
AE/b=Avib-&vib 
3n-6 
=^hvi/[exp(hvf/ kT) -1], Vj's being the scaled harmonic frequencies. 
i 
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